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Preface
When I read Cadaeic Cadenza on the WayBack Machine, I've found this opera so genial and 
beautiful that I think it cannot remain hidden in the Internet Archive WayBack Machine, so I 
decided to format this PDF.

Then looking at the original source backup, I’ve found a lot of other interesting and genial 
stuffs. So, at the end, I’ve collected them all in this document.

I hope you’ll enjoy this work.

Marcello Seri
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Preface
Welcome to Cadaeic Cadenza, one of my more intricate pieces of constrained writing. 
Constrained writing is the art of constructing a work of prose or poetry that obeys some 
artificial condition, often related to the alphabet or some other aspect of word or sentence 
structure. For example, there are two published novels from which the letter e is absent - 
Gadsby, by Ernest Vincent Wright (1938), and La Disparition by George Perec (still in print, 
and even available in a recent English translation (A Void, translated by Gilbert Adair) that 
also obeys the constraint!).

Cadaeic Cadenza is a short story of about 4000 words, divided into 14 sections, consisting of 
a first-person narrative interwoven with some quotations (by the story's narrator) from 
literature and other sources. As you read it you might try to guess the primary constraint 
imposed on the writing of the story, and also several secondary constraints which, as 
explained in the story itself, only apply to certain sections.

Besides the self-referential nature of the tale, which provides some clues, there are several 
other hints to the solution contained within the story. 

Note: if you've already read Near a Raven, then you know part of, but not all, the secret, as 
Cadaeic Cadenza is a longer piece of the same type, containing the Raven in its first section. 
It's more than five times longer than Raven, though; in fact, it (still) holds the record for the 
longest composition using this particular constraint.  

Mike Keith
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One
   A Poem

        A Raven

Midnights so dreary, tired and weary,
    Silently pondering volumes extolling all by-now obsolete lore.
During my rather long nap - the weirdest tap!
    An ominous vibrating sound disturbing my chamber's antedoor.
        "This", I whispered quietly, "I ignore".

Perfectly, the intellect remembers: the ghostly fires, a glittering ember.
    Inflamed by lightning's outbursts, windows cast penumbras upon this floor.
Sorrowful, as one mistreated, unhappy thoughts I heeded:
    That inimitable lesson in elegance - Lenore -
        Is delighting, exciting...nevermore.

Ominously, curtains parted (my serenity outsmarted),
    And fear overcame my being - the fear of "forevermore".
Fearful foreboding abided, selfish sentiment confided,
    As I said, "Methinks mysterious traveler knocks afore.
        A man is visiting, of age threescore."

Taking little time, briskly addressing something: "Sir," (robustly)
    "Tell what source originates clamorous noise afore?
Disturbing sleep unkindly, is it you a-tapping, so slyly?
    Why, devil incarnate!--" Here completely unveiled I my antedoor--
        Just darkness, I ascertained - nothing more.

While surrounded by darkness then, I persevered to clearly comprehend.
    I perceived the weirdest dream...of everlasting "nevermores".
Quite, quite, quick nocturnal doubts fled - such relief! - as my intellect said,
    (Desiring, imagining still) that perchance the apparition was uttering a whispered "Lenore".
        This only, as evermore.

Silently, I reinforced, remaining anxious, quite scared, afraid,
    While intrusive tap did then come thrice - O, so stronger than sounded afore.
"Surely" (said silently) "it was the banging, clanging window lattice."
    Glancing out, I quaked, upset by horrors hereinbefore,
        Perceiving: a "nevermore".

Completely disturbed, I said, "Utter, please, what prevails ahead.
    Repose, relief, cessation, or but more dreary 'nevermores'?"
The bird intruded thence - O, irritation ever since! -
    Then sat on Pallas' pallid bust, watching me (I sat not, therefore),
        And stated "nevermores".

Bemused by raven's dissonance, my soul exclaimed, "I seek intelligence;
    Explain thy purpose, or soon cease intoning forlorn 'nevermores'!"
"Nevermores", winged corvus proclaimed - thusly was a raven named?
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    Actually maintain a surname, upon Pluvious seashore?
        I heard an oppressive "nevermore".

My sentiments extremely pained, to perceive an utterance so plain,
    Most interested, mystified, a meaning I hoped for.
"Surely," said the raven's watcher, "separate discourse is wiser.
    Therefore, liberation I'll obtain, retreating heretofore -
        Eliminating all the 'nevermores' ".

Still, the detestable raven just remained, unmoving, on sculptured bust.
    Always saying "never" (by a red chamber's door).
A poor, tender heartache maven - a sorrowful bird - a raven!
    O, I wished thoroughly, forthwith, that he'd fly heretofore.
        Still sitting, he recited "nevermores".

The raven's dirge induced alarm - "nevermore" quite wearisome.
    I meditated: "Might its utterances summarize of a calamity before?"
O, a sadness was manifest - a sorrowful cry of unrest;
    "O," I thought sincerely, "it's a melancholy great - furthermore,
        Removing doubt, this explains 'nevermores' ".

Seizing just that moment to sit - closely, carefully, advancing beside it,
    Sinking down, intrigued, where velvet cushion lay afore.
A creature, midnight-black, watched there - it studied my soul, unawares.
    Wherefore, explanations my insight entreated for.
        Silently, I pondered the "nevermores".

"Disentangle, nefarious bird! Disengage - I am disturbed!"
    Intently its eye burned, raising the cry within my core.
"That delectable Lenore - whose velvet pillow this was, heretofore,
    Departed thence, unsettling my consciousness therefore.
        She's returning - that maiden - aye, nevermore."

Since, to me, that thought was madness, I renounced continuing sadness.
    Continuing on, I soundly, adamantly forswore:
"Wretch," (addressing blackbird only) "fly swiftly - emancipate me!"
    "Respite, respite, detestable raven - and discharge me, I implore!"
        A ghostly answer of: "nevermore".

" 'Tis a prophet? Wraith? Strange devil? Or the ultimate evil?"
    "Answer, tempter-sent creature!", I inquired, like before.
"Forlorn, though firmly undaunted, with 'nevermores' quite indoctrinated,
    Is everything depressing, generating great sorrow evermore?
        I am subdued!", I then swore.

In answer, the raven turned - relentless distress it spurned.
    "Comfort, surcease, quiet, silence!" - pleaded I for.
"Will my (abusive raven!) sorrows persist unabated?
    Nevermore Lenore respondeth?", adamantly I encored.
        The appeal was ignored.

"O, satanic inferno's denizen -- go!", I said boldly, standing then.
    "Take henceforth loathsome "nevermores" - O, to an ugly Plutonian shore!
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Let nary one expression, O bird, remain still here, replacing mirth.
    Promptly leave and retreat!", I resolutely swore.
        Blackbird's riposte: "nevermore".

So he sitteth, observing always, perching ominously on these doorways.
    Squatting on the stony bust so untroubled, O therefore.
Suffering stark raven's conversings, so I am condemned, subserving,
    To a nightmare cursed, containing miseries galore.
        Thus henceforth, I'll rise (from a darkness, a grave) -- nevermore!

                        -- Allanpoe, E.
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Two
   Change

   My customary bedtime reading book hastily shelved, I sat, bewildered, pondering 
Allanpoe's poetry.
   "Something's wrong", I murmured. "Despite Ravenesque timbres, so mesmerizing (the 
echo

         'nevermore
          nevermore
          nevermore
          nevermore
          nevermore
          nevermore
          ...'

   
survives, for example), my intellect detects wrongful alteration. This imitation, simulated 
Raven!..."
   I recognized large, arbitrary changes. "Odd", I thought. "Why?" To research, I headed 
downstairs, muttering softly, "Hmm".
   I hastened below carefully, there revisiting my book room. Books inhabited each table, 
shelf, and nook. Taking Cambridge Literature Treasury and proceeding to "Poetry, Poe's", my  
fears - oh my God! - heightened. Sighting no Raven but The Dark Bird, severe distress 
arose. "Absolutely, The Raven is maimed!", I exclaimed. "How?!"
   Immediately arriving upstairs, I posited a conspiracy: a literature alteration conspiracy. 
"Are," I did quietly question, "all writings changed?"
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Three
   Of Carrolls

    Jabwocky

Slithy toves, borogove
  Gimbled there all out in strathwabe
Mimified and gyrified,
    A rath is outergrabe.

"Beware a scrunch, a scratch, stepson!
  Beware Jubjub, withstand a word!
Respect the Jabberwock and dread
    Manxomian songbird!"

He, sword off hand, placement maintained
  Thus to complete father's grand quest -
Then waited, vaunting showily
    His progenitor's crest.

Therewith three swords he animized,
  Before the creature, rumbling.
It was alive; its feelers straight
    Burbled while whiffling!

The vorpall sword o' vulcanite
  Smote - snicker! snacker! - artfully
A headless Wocky residue
    Yielded strength mournfully.

"Youth did it - O, praised fearlessness!"
  He issued melodies, forthright.
"Death's strike! O, day! Strallough! Stralleigh!" -
    A-chortling in delight.

Borogove, strange slithy troves,
  A brilligtime quickstep
Mimsy creatures, gimblified,
    Frolicked on a steppe.
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Four
   An Hypothesis

   I exhausted Carroll's rewritten ode, Jabwocky, soliciting essential clues to fully explain my 
difficulty.
   "A Heisenberg Twinge could have modified books' contents thusly, but (my dubious thinking 
declared) surely these mutations are willed. I could sit and research a quantity of poetry's 
excellent, famous passages, or try uncovering the structures."
   I therefore chose to scrutinize the words, and deliberate. I pondered games of alphabets, 
verses, language, sentences, equations, words. Lifting feather and inking it, my quill carefully  
scribbled thus:

    A few schemata involving linguistical play

    Lipograms:   Writing so a letter's missing
    Haiku:   An uncommon ode (poem) bearing eccentric metrification characteristics
    A Cento:   Quite strange poem; borrowed lines
    Anagram:  To turn an item (words) into a novel expression
    Double-entendres: Words, dualistic sense
    Palindrome:  Forwards or backwards, words are not transformed ("Redraw, detooted 
warder!")
    A pangram:  An amazing sentence, using whole alphabet
    Acrostic:  Inspected vertically, letters spell additional statement
    Mnemonic:  Can remember a factoid using this device
    Pun:  Groaner ("Stop, pundit!")

   Thus utilizing the plumelike pen, I hesitated.
   "To cause these variations surely insinuates much diabolical, innovative ingenuity. My 
poetry's clearly overturned; I cannot, however, rationalize. The [repeating] diabolical, 
innovative ingenuity! Although most beguiled, actually I'm near exhaustion. I am defeated, 
quite defeated, and undone!", I yelled.
   Truthfully, the eerie enigma was greatly intriguing. Reading afresh Raven's discourses, I 
considered many options - a palindrome, a mnemonic, a conundrum.
   "Full of mysteries, these poems crave observant review," I announced. Thoughts involving 
rest stayed, however, slowly causing lethargy.
   "Now," (quietly said) "this sojourner will seek serenity. To bring sleep, the Musical Anthology  
usually renders help." Turning to "Poetry, Anderson", thus emerged a remarkable poem 
suggesting Jon's musical group, Yes.
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Five
   Dreams

  Many depths of accustomed
Workings controlled when dreams single electric life do touch
Assessing expression, future affection, ways yesterday
  O, to yesterday
The day, a way, flying through someone
  Controlled my reigning

  Accepting evenings knowledge, a shout
To a revelation laid endings, talks by a flower
No yesterdays, heart faster alternate
  Mutant leaves creativity
Of clay, understand doors reigning silhouette our skylines
  A stone

  Expression - a children's - and being
Discoursing in lands, not put movement
Of hate - all expression creativity
  The queen, those
Thousand answers sights done, understood, to mean changed
  Love daughters

  Memory come between all my antics
Did splendour I tell, a confusion endlessly?
We quickly as turned understood
  Seed on turned
Mountains flowering of my sunrise, forgotten valley
  Reasons together

  Oh, all hands when highest
Touching a future way there's thunderous oppression
Straining and work, a spirit's
  To a winter
Will I be, I regaining, returning, to this woman?
  Outbound corner

  Not I, apart yesterdays
You controlled my relayers, runner. I remember
My endlessly quickly soft mover
  Night, night, deliver
Proportion spread running down forgotten coloured day rebounds
  Watch loneliness

  Arose ways satisfied from round
Thoughts consider touch preacher nailed daughters, as turned
Political regaining clear flower expressed
  Understand rearrange, we dancing
We a foundation, morning, endlessly morning, while
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  Encounters searching

  Not understand, my awakening
Hurry shoot out to transformed mutant
Enemy son, when here dislocate
  Recorded chasers to battleship
In charger white begun returning moment loneliness
  Is not seemed

  From relayer's silhouette charge
Liquid sweet girl disregard, conceived topographic endlessly
Strength mornings I consider the good; highest
  Splendour reasons silence
Watch one space season glider, I'll awaken
  Regaining together

  Silhouette amongst them, to lights
Stand more to stare, as watched begotten
There's to begin solid, I remember
  A madrigal; tell a marcher,
Touch wonder's hand, there's running my eclipses
  Somewhere accustomed

Returning,
  Awakens
     Awakens
       Awakens
         Awakens
To stories wonderous
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Six
   Cadaeics

   Conundrums, conundrums, conundrums...nonsense! I needed some outdoor atmosphere. 
Taking Cambridge's Literature, I opened a door, waved my hand, commenced a promenade.
   "I'm a Cadaeic!"
   Huh?
   "I'm a Cadaeic! I'm a real Cadaeic!", shouted an old woman.
   Astonished, I took a step back.
   "A veritable Cadaeic, old woman? Really?" Cadaeics' myths were numerous. A clique, a 
new mystic association, whose members had...power. An eerie power. So, I was now most 
curious. Still, staying calm, I placidly said, "Elucidate more, please."
   "Cadaeics have," she murmured, "power. Do you?..."
   "Yes, so I've intimated. Regardless, . . . Cadaeic? You apprehend this?" I said.
   "Yes, sir. The true power lies greatly, heavily, within me."
   "What," I softly inquired, "manner of power? A strength? telepathy? learning?"
   "The power" (thusly continued that wizardly woman) "makes change in paralleled, tunneling 
universes. As I cultivate it, it is a powerful good, an element of great peace. Deplorably, he - 
Surta - uses it quite evilly, altering original Cadaeic intent."
   "Changes? A Cadaeic scoundrel generating wild mutations? This, though intriguing, I 
cannot quite see. This humble spirit requires validation - your narrative produces numerous 
doubts!"
   "My apology, oh sir - I'm utterly desperate. A Cadaeic normally avoids 'incapables', enjoying 
other Cadaeic contacts only. Can, stranger, you befriend me? Cadaeic existence - indeed, 
people's existence - demands prompt action."
   Startled, I then asked, "What? A pedestrian incapable's worthless skill?"
   "You, stranger, treasure the crucial analytic skills. Our people undervalue numerical ideas, 
preferring arcane, mystical, Cadaeified philosophy. Please help! Oh my Surta! O my Surta! 
Oh, lamentable Surta! O!"
   I replied, "Yes, outlander, I'm available, amenable - also, somewhat numerical. Please, 
completely disclose:
      When I am expected,
      What assorted mathlike topics to review carefully,
        plus
      Where Surta's mysterious home is."
   "Come, I recommend, before seven on tomorrow night (Michaelmas it is). Of a mathematic 
nature, review mensuration, infinite series, and trisection. Surta's shadowy home? Meet me. 
Cadaeic fortress awaits."
   As my rendezvous was concluded, I meandered back, returning home.
   "Quite impossible, what?", thought I. "An old Cadaeic, a bad Cadaeic...mythical powers 
subverted, indeed!" Regardless, curiosity still stayed. The woman's plea was serious, I 
concluded.
   I desired an easement - perhaps more poetry. Opening Oxford's volume near "Poetry, 
Eliot", stanzas quite strange yet notorious filled my eyes. I saw Prufrock Lovesongs 
remarkably modified, thusly:
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Seven
   Prufrock

Let us depart then,
While eventide's withering skies threaten,
Impersonating the sufferers etherising upon pallets;
Together henceforth go, through these partially-unoccupied boulevards,
Muttering arguments like shards
About furtive nights amid threadbare hostels,
Discreet dialogues among oystershells,
Street complexes like dreary argument.
Its insidious regiment
Now leads to heavy questions . . .
Never inquire distinctly, 'wherefore?'
Directly go visit, herefore.

To an affair th' matriarchs sadly go
To talk touching MicAngelo.

Mist, cellophane breaths, rubbing on window latches,
A creamlike mist, rubbing, muzzling on window lattices
Soon lingered on watery apartments a curt instant,
Licked eventide's perimeter, tonguelike
(Partially discolored by fallen soot),
Vacillated a bit, making one extremely fast leap,
And, deeming that March night too remarkably quiet,
Stealthily curled womblike in quiescence, and fell perfectly asleep.

So, truly so, will exist a sundown
When amberlike fog permeates Cambridge Street
Above a door and a pane of doorglass;
Peaceful nighttimes darkening a boulevard,
Nighttimes whence faces verbalize to faces;
Nighttimes expedient for murders, or to intercommunicate;
Nighttime labors that create a query,
A query exalted, henceforth summarily despised.
Times touching you, touching anybody whom I appreciate.
Times involving several thousand hiatuses,
Forty illusions, forty revisions,
Finally settled by elegantly sipping green teas.

Matriarch speakers persevere [the discourses I forego],
A-talking about old MicAngelo.

So, cursedly, will remain eternity.
I can meditate: 'To aspire? Evermore aspire?'
Mornings for mounting stairs,
Brushing uncovered spot in nervous, swarthy hair -
[I think she'll certainly recognize a thinness!]
Stiff shirt, adamantly in place on chin,
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Newly-purchased black tie, decorated using glamorous gold pin
[I conjecture he'll pronounce forthwith: 'Heavens! So frail! So thin!]
Should discreet adventures
Confound this earth?
Certainly eternity remains
To preside and deride, then turn around, reversing prior opinions.

Life advances, barely known -
The mornings, the bright middays, the nights of it.
My career is marked, poignantly, utilizing teaspoons;
I do know voices collapsing, sleepily collapsing, dying.
I do know the melodies emerging from the anterooms.
  Henceforth, what ought I do?

Full well I did notice those eyes, everyone's glaring stares -
So glaring, implying formulated phrases.
Afterward [quietly subdued] I, stick-pinned, embellish a wall;
Sit stuck, wriggling, alongside baroque designs.
Altogether hopelessly extinguished, wherefore should I assume?
Mournfully spitting lifetime's butt-ends [a dreary existence],
  What thoughts should thinkers think?

Truly known: discreet arms, jewelled arms,
Appendages slight and white and bare
[By th' lamplights, covered up by an hairy gossamer]
Is hyacinth what provokes memories,
Causes such reveries?
I loved graceful arms, lying across davenports or wrapping about nightgowns
  Should, henceforth, I assume?
  Moreover, what to presume?
    .     .     .     .     .

The noiseless dusk falls on my narrow streets
When lonely fellows settle, smoking pipettes,
Sacredly communing, shirt to shirt . . .

Oh, I can envision being as an empty claw
Scuttling violently about seas' silent floors.
    .     .     .     .     .

Thence unfolds an ominous property of the nighttime
Smoothed, having long hands,
Asleep . . . tired . . . lingering,
Easing comfortably beside you, while very serenely reposing beside me.
How, henceforth, after teapots, candies, ices,
Might lonely man's forgotten strength reenergize, and arise?
Every afternoon I've fasted and wept - cried, fasted.
Ofttimes I dreamed, then saw my head surrendered to Herod;
I never approached prophet status, lamentably.
Though greatness came, quickly greatness went.
Often I recognized eternity's hooded being, patiently biding, snickering.
Aftermath: fear perseveres.
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So would it be valuable, valuable overall
Following saucers o' marmalades
Admixing porcelain and a talk among window shades?
Therefore, I can wonder, valuable indeed?
Alarmed by an evermore-present need
Pressing universes into mysterious balls
Slowly unraveling a disturbing, ultrameaningful difficulty.
I'll say: 'Hallelujah! Lazarus's return! I breathe, reanimate,
To entirely answer mankind's conundrums'
Afterward, if matriarchs, settling quietly upon pillows,
  Should derisively pronounce: 'I despise meanings
  My soul renounces all meanings.'

Would anything transpire worthwhile, everything appraised?
Mightn't a time symbolize 'worthwhile',
Following dreary sunsets, plain dooryards, shopping carts on street
O' the novels, after-lunch teas, lingering dresses -
Evermore a measured existence? -
It's a so-difficult mission, enduring this struggle!
If a candle revealed my innermost yearnings
Exposing skeletons upon vertical screens
If an oldish woman, settling cushions,
Discarding day's tattered, light-colored shawl, should aver:
  'Worthwhile? I know no moments worthwhile,
  Just shadowy, dreaded voids after while.'
    .     .     .     .     .

I, too, am not William Shakspar's Hamlet - this I know, above a doubt.
Am one related lord, posing on the side
For acting very small acts or starting small episodes,
Most easy tool, Prince's attentive slave,
Am always ready, obedient, useful,
Politic, cautious, of a meticulous frame;
Extravagant also, a bit dense;
Many moments I've fitly enacted the classical Fools.

I'm old . . . exceedingly old . . .
Soon my trouser I desire rolled.

A procession of contemplation - which marmalade flavor: raspberry? peach?
I'll arouse up, and I will walk on Dartmouth Beach
To hear mermaids sing sublimely, and beseech.

I continue ignored, sorrowfully uninspired.

I have spied mermaid scales going fast underneath the waves,
Endlessly traversing an aquatic continent;
Wandering the high seas, capricious and content.

Thus we deliberate, oceanbound,
Looking for a harborside
Until mankind subsides.
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Eight
   The Readiness

   
   Michaelmas. Waking up, I carefully pondered the baffling dilemma.
   "Fact: vast changes unsettle alphabetic writings. Also, printed writings seem modified 
purposely (though possibly it's not so). A fact: this woman (Cadaeic?) I saw recently, before 
eventide, bravely spoke a fantastic tale. She spoke concerning change also, and insinuated 
I'm a relation amid these two!"
   I swallowed a breakfasty meal heartily, then gingerly I approached downstairs' study for 
further linguistic review. I read poetry, employed statistics, parsed phrases. Near luncthime I 
modulated - as advised hitherto, I practiced mensuration, performed decimal expansion, and 
trisected triangles.
   After my analytical labors, I read A Victorian Poetry Reader, The Book of Pastoral English 
Poets, Odes from Omar, Coleridge's Heroic Poem, and Pindar's Odes. "Still, I am not 
winning", I lamented.
   I ruminated: "Is a chapter division's numbering important? Ignoring all elsewhere, I 
considered antepenultimate divisions. I succeeded there! Eureka! I codified a nice, simple 
formula which (I said to myself) "perfectly demonstrates the division's pattern. Some 
somewhat different rule appertains elsewhere, apparently."
   Quickly I wondered: "Always this functions thus?" To see, I inspected longer 
antepenultimate pieces. Perfect agreement once again! No antecedent chapters functioned 
similarly, sadly.
   I read poetry again, while hearkening to my clock - it was, I marked, dinnertime. Six literary 
booklets I collected (and, conjointly, a coat). On proceeding outwardly, the Cadaeic waited by  
a car.
   "Quickly, neighbor, enter. Surta conspires - great danger awaits," she declared.
   Instantly her vehicle (holding unlikely mankind-protecting partners!) did accelerate and 
commenced travelling toward...somewhere. Driving purposely, my companion's overall 
conduct was very somber. "Serious, is it?" I wondered.
   To speak seemed an inapt stratagem, therefore nobody talked. "I think" (internally I said) 
"of a poem's subtleties I'll reconsider." Thence appeared, transmuted, one quatrain that that 
eminent Persian - the tent-maker Omar - fashioned (as translated by Edward FitzGerald), 
hence:
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Nine
   O Ruby Yachts

Poetic Muses alongside th' Bough
An oversupply o' Wine, possessed somehow
  Thou with me treading Eden's Wilderness
Through all it seems a Paradise enough!

[Stanza twelve;
Translator: FitzGerald, Ed A.
3rd ed., 1872]
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Ten
   Clue

   Completing poetical perusals, I restudied algorithms. "Perhaps," I speculated, "some 
counting scheme?" The car, I noticed, had just paused near downtown's Market Court. I then 
noted the miniature passageway which resided presently before us.
   "Thence, neighbor, Surta awaits."
   A mysterious passageway stood there, entreating. Entering, I discovered Surta's friend 
there.
   "Promptly, proceed. Veritably, Surta's inventing monstrous calamity."
   I walked the stone cobbles that covered the street and surveyed some ornamented doors. 
My guide uttered a word (magic?). Instantly I confronted an interior apartment - perhaps 
malevolent Surta's room?
   I then discovered innumerable mystifying artifacts therein:

    A "Mr. Sardonicus" poster (Wm. Castler's remarkable film)

    Six heptagons containing six inscribed circles, drawn carefully below a weird finite-product formula

    A large drawing showing horizontal striations with an underlined "sin (x¹²)"

    Several computer prints involving triangles and angles

    Accurately-reproduced picture of the Woolsthorp Manor House (Grantham, England)

    Pieces for a strange "Snakes and Adder" children's game.

   So I observed hastily. "Yes, I am close," I said. "Perhaps I am incredibly close now to 
resolving my dilemmas." I perceived a bookcase in shadow. I repeated, "Surely, I am close!". 
Infamous Surta's shelves (all in a grand display) contained:

    A Cambridge Treasury
    Poe's A Poem
    Herbert's Dune, Wyndham's Triffids
    Ad Infinitum & Beyond, Buzz Lite
    Stories, Fitzgerald
    Novels, Richardson
    Aliceland, Lewis Carroll
    Poems of England, Wordsworth
    Oulipo Anthology, Perec

   Several of my undeniable favorites I spotted among Surta's shelves. Undoubtedly worthy 
choices!
   In my wandering I discovered Shakspar's Comedies & Dramas. "Hamletian inspection 
beckoneth!", I joked. In restless expectancy, I located the final paragraphs.
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Eleven
   William Shakespeare's tragedy King Claudius

[Fifth (terminal) Act]

  . . . . So it is - deceased tanners a-populate the earth in multitudes. Wherefore? The skins 
are callously tanned! Here's, gravely, th' skull - O! - of a celebrated confrere.

HAM.  Whose? Prithee, interpret.

A CLOWN.  A mad fellow, foolhardy whoreson. Methinks he oftentimes frolicked i' your path.

HAML.  Ay, I frequently experience jovial company.

CLOWN.  A pestilence 'pon his head, stupid boaster! Doubtlessly oftentimes did 'e brag: 'I am 
Yorick, emperor o' merrymakers!'

HAM.  Behold,                       [Thrusting skullbone heavenward.]
wretched Yorick! Truly, Horaitio, truly I adored him - excellent banterer and a great wellspring 
o' happiness. Thereon flourished a visage merry, a mouth pleasurably kissed, Horaitio. 
Where, I beseech, O head, are Yorick's verses, gibes, gambols? Sounds o' laughter tha' 
caus'd a table great gaiety? Quite chapfallen? Perceive, Horaitio, this deathmask expression: 
merriment, merriment, evermore merriment!

Horaitio, three troubling questions confound me.

HOR.  Disclose, prithee.

HAM.  Thus look'd Cesar, as entombed?

HOR.  Yes, I reckon.

HAM.  Would great Alexander's remains offend this nostril similarly? O!     [Releases skull.]

HOR.  Quite severely, assuredly.

HAM.  So, is Caesar a dirtlike clump that remedies winecasks' splits?

HOR.  No, I say, no! Blasphemy, sir!

HAM.  Understand, Horaitio - visualize mankind's grave process. Originally, Caesar dies. In 
subsequent time, Caesar resides under th' earth. Thereupon, celebrated Caesar's 
decomposed. Forthwith, 'e makes loam. Consider - a loam, a plaste! Might this overlord's 
granules patch Horaitio's beer-barrel?

    A Caesar now becomes a sediment
    Henceforth to toughen graveyard's fundament;
    Although a sovereign overrules with ire,
    Henceforth, heartless, resembles th' ashy mire!

[Retreats]
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Twelve
   The Meeting

   Carefully replacing Shakspar's Dramas in its shelf, I immediately heard a distant tapping. 
Anticipating Surta's arrival, instead I saw my Cadaeic guide.
   "Directly Surta will arrive," she whispered. "Already I have ascertained several things. 
Every literary change that's happened is, indeed, caused by Surta's latest spell. I (actually, 
we, since I am quite unanalytical) must determine what change he's effected exactly, and 
what (if anything) will reverse it. But silence! - Surta arrives."
   Fleeing quickly, my guide disappeared within an adjacent chamber. Evidently she 
maintained faith in my abilities - a faith that I didn't necessarily share. Casting my gaze near 
Surta's artifacts, I reassessed the clues present there. Each literary piece that I had studied 
flashed in my mind. Heuristic and mathematical schemes flickered in my brain.
   I was interrupted by a stranger's entrance.
   "Greetings, stranger. I knew that she was disreputable, but I never imagined she'd enlist an 
incapable..." Clutching a paper sheaf, the middle-aged man snarled the final epithet. Being 
sure he was Surta, I (surprising myself) gave a defiant reply.
   "Capable, I'd say," I replied with sarcasm. "Huge literary changes were the first clue that the 
universe was amiss. Desecrated literature isn't a small matter - thus, I'll rectify the injustice," I 
declared.
   "Fie!" yelled Surta, suddenly. "But a single flaw in my skills has permitted this discernment. 
Fully the entire universe (a single being excepted, apparently) can't even perceive the literary  
changes."
   Determining that I was near the right track, I pressed ahead.
   "Certainly, indeed, several rules determine each printed text's structure. Chapters besides 
the antepenultimate use a certain rule, and the antepenultimate uses a different rule." 
Haughtily I said this, as if sure, even as uncertainty nagged at my brain.
   Clearly my statement had an effect, as Surta was visibly surprised.
   "B'Gah's skull!" he hissed. "Getting a bit near the truth there, but still... I can't be hindered 
by a mere lucky guesser. Even with luck, my secret will remain hidden!"
   Jauntily, he remarked, "The literary effect can be reversed - in quite an elegant way, I must 
say - albeit certainly this will never happen. But simply write a text using precisely the same 
rules as mine and all will be mended. Hilarity ensues at the mere idea - what a time-waster! 
Ha, ha, ha!", he cackled.
   "Decidedly predictable, isn't he?", I said internally. "A big speech just like the classic villain's 
I'm-invincible-thus-I-might-as-well-tell-the-secret spiel!" I had, it seemed, learned all I needed, 
except the exact rules determining a text's structure. Given that I had already divined the 
antepenultimate-chapter rule, I was certain that, given time, I'd determine the remaining 
rules.
   At that instant, my Cadaeic friend returned. Flashing me a significant glance, she entered in 
earnest debate with Surta. I sensed her cue and hurried exitward, stealthily grabbing the 
Shakspar's Dramas as I left.
   Cursedly, I remembered that we had entered rather magically. I didn't have any idea where 
the exit was! I thus walked the hallways until I saw an uninhabited chamber. Camping there, I 
again began intense study, this time primarily in each text's early chapters.
   Giving A Midsummer Night's Dream, the first play in the Shakspar reader, intense scrutiny, I 
suddenly saw it! "Electrifying!", I exclaimed, as further study verified, at least tentatively, my 
belief.
   A rumbling in the nearby wall suddenly caught my ear. Jackhammers! "Egress must be 
nearby," I said quietly. Hunting left and right at eye level I quickly spied a crack. Behind it I 
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saw the passageway we had walked a few minutes earlier. Jumping back, I ran firmly at the 
wall.
   Gingerly picking myself up after my inelegant exit, I hurried back in expectancy, desiring 
the mathematical treatises residing in my study. During the next several days (as Surta's 
writing rules were quite difficult, the task advanced quite gradually) I crafted a slim treatise - 
this very tale - that fulfilled the necessary requirements. I finished it five days after 
Michaelmas at three A.M.
   Descending my stairs, I apprehensively checked my Cambridge Treasury. Despite my best 
attempts, mutated texts still met my eyes!
   Evidently, I was still missing a key clue. I was sure that my main rule (describing all 
chapters but the antepenultimate) was right - it was very bizarre, thus it must be right, I 
argued. But a new idea appeared: as the antepenultimate rule I had crafted was relatively 
simple, perhaps there was an extra rule that applied as well?
   Carl Sandburg's Grass inhabited the antepenultimate chapter in the Cambridge Treasury. 
Just its few lines did I see, and study, thus:
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Thirteen
   Sandburg's Grass

Caskets piled beneath Austerlitzes, Dresdens
As, silently uplifting, blanketing, grass
  Disguises it all, it all.

And as fierce Gettysburg witnesses,
Evident at Champagne, Falklands, Jutland,
I am grassiness, settling ever thus.
But ten years passeth, and my guests plead:
  Fury, military struggles, did mutilate us?
  Ere yesterday, hatefulness prevailed?

  Cut my grass.
  Evergreen grasses mend.
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Finale
   The Victor

   Though concise, the aforecited lines revealed new formal properties. Thus I came to 
discover a new symbolic paradigm. "It's perfection now!", my conviction did maintain.
   My book requested alteration - not, luckily, broad revision. Following numerous fixes, my 
opus was perfect! "Good show!" I exulted cheerfully. My intuition philosophized: "Is textual 
change fully mended?" I examined Cambridge's Anthology.
   "Yes! Reality returns!"
    .     .     .     .     .

   Was this saga real? Apocryphal? Not believable? Perhaps. Regardless, Cadaeic foes 
remain, perchance to reciprocate or obliterate.
   I celebrate.  
   I end, whispering ad infinitums.

THE END
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Some Hints
So, you've read the story and you're still mystified. Here are some hints as to what's going 
on. IF YOU REALLY WANT TO FIGURE IT OUT ALL BY YOURSELF, GET OUT NOW!

That said, here we go.

This should be clear from the story, but I'll say it anyway. There is one primary constraint 
which applies to the whole story except Section 12. Section 12 is different, and should be 
studied on its own, independent of the rest of the story. Why Section 12? There are 14 
Sections in the story, which makes it the antepenultimate one. The fact that the 
antepenultimate section obeys different rules is mentioned explicitly in the story.

Furthermore, while the bulk of the story follows only a single rule, Section 12 obeys two 
constraints simultaneously. You'll recall that our narrator figured out one of these two 
constraints early on, but the second one only after reading the Sandburg poem.

Although the bulk of the story follows the same rule (the primary constraint), it is unlikely that 
reading anything beyond the first page will prove helpful! In fact, probably the first few lines of 
Section 1 are necessary and sufficient to deduce the rule.

The chapter headings are important.

The second sentence of Section 10 is a big (and true) hint.

The primary constraint is quite mathematical in nature, and has been used by other authors. 
The main achievement of the present work is not in inventing the constraint but in sustaining 
it for nearly 4000 words.

The general form of all three constraints (the primary one, and the two for Section 12) is 
contained in the list in Section 4. All three of them are related in some way to the same 
mathematical subject, though one only subtly. 
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Solution & Commentary
This page gives the complete solution to my constrained-writing puzzle Cadaeic Cadenza. If 
for some reason you got here but haven't read the story yet, I highly suggest you read it first. 
There's also a hints page that's useful if you've read the story but haven't figured out the 
solution.

The primary constraint, which every word of the story with the exception of Section 12 
follows, is quite easy to describe. If each word in the story (including section headings, poem 
titles, everything) is observed, in order, and the number of letters in each word is counted, 
the following pattern of numbers emerges:

  Text:       One / A Poem / A Raven / Midnights so dreary, tired and weary...
  No. Lets.:   3    1   4    1   5         9      2    6      5    3    5  ...

Quite obviously, these are precisely the digits of that most famous mathematical constant, 
the irrational number pi (3.1415926535...).

A momentary pause while this sinks in...

The words of Cadaeic Cadenza (again, excepting Section 12) embody the first 3835 
decimals of pi. The precise encoding rule is this: a word of N letters represents

        - the digit N if N<10
        - the digit 0 if N=10, and
        - two adjacent digits if N>10
            (e.g., a 12-letter word represents the digit '1' followed by '2').

The simplicity and naturalness of this rule mean that it really is useful as a mnemonic device 
for remembering the digits of pi. It is easier (it seems to me) to remember a story than a 
random sequence of digits, and since it is so easy to mentally translate from the story to 
digits, it becomes quite possible to rattle off several thousand digits of pi using this technique.

The use of Cadaeic Cadenza as a pi mnemonic was not, however, the real raison d'etre of 
this exercise, which instead was to explore the literary possibilities of the extended use of 
this particular writing constraint. The 3835 digits of Cadaeic Cadenza exceed the previous 
world record of 740 digits for a pi mnemonic, which was held by the version of The Raven 
contained in Section One of this very tale (originally composed in July 1995).

But wait, there's more! What about Section 12? As described in the story, since Section 12 is 
the antepenultimate (one of my favorite English words - it means the one before the next-to-
last) section of the tale, it obeys different constraints. The two constraints simultaneously 
satisfied by Section 12 are:

(1) It is an acrostic. The first letter of each sentence (or line, if a poem) spells the 
following:
 C A D A E I B F E C E ...
which is nothing more than the digits of pi represented by the letters of the alphabet 
(A=1, B=2, C=3, and so on).
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(2) It is a lipogram. Section 12 does not contain the letter 'o', the 3rd (or maybe 4th) 
most common letter in English. The letter 'o' being a circle, this completes the trilogy of 
constraints all of which are in some way related to the number pi.

Finally, there's an "Aha!" hidden inside the lines of Carl Sandburg's poem in Section 13. Note 
that our narrator, in writing Sandburg's Grass in Section 13, says he is quoting from the 
antepenultimate chapter of the book he is holding. But Section 13 is not the antepenultimate 
section of our narrator's tale. So I suppose our narrator had a choice about how to write 
Section 13, but I think he took the most elegant road: Section 13 is written so that it satisfies 
the pi-digits constraint (since it's not part of the antepenultimate section of this book, and so it 
must) and it also satisfies the two antepenultimate-section constraints (since it's quoting from 
the antepenultimate section of the Cambridge Treasury) - it is, in other words, triply-
constrained text.

Finally, observe that the fictional word Cadaeic, interpreted with A=1, B=2, etc., equals 
3.141593, and so is yet another pi reference. In this case I chose to round rather than 
truncate since the resulting word is infinitely more pleasing.

The following sections contain some general remarks about the construction of Cadaeic 
Cadenza as well as a detailed commentary discussing the additional tricks, jokes, and 
literary references as well as notes on some of the poetical passages.

Some General Remarks

The pi-digits constraint obeyed by Cadaeic Cadenza is not an easy one. It is significantly 
harder that the famous constraint of not using the letter e, as suggested by the fact that there 
exist two such novels whereas I have so far only been able to eke out a short story. Of 
course, with time and labor there is nothing to prevent even longer pi works from being 
constructed.

Part of the challenge in Cadaeic Cadenza was to make it even harder, in the odd-numbered 
sections, by also attempting to mimic some existing works of poetry. This imposes the 
additional constraint of trying to follow the story, tone, rhyme scheme, meter, and vocabulary 
of the poems at hand, in addition to still being a pi mnemonic. Of these properties, meter is 
the most challenging, since the pi mnemonic determines the number of letters in each word, 
which is sometimes at odds with the number of syllables one needs to have (or their accents) 
in order to obey the meter. The meter in "A Raven" is pretty far off, except in a few stanzas, 
but in other instances (Jabberwocky, the Rubaiyat stanza, and the final poem in the excerpt 
from Hamlet in Section 11) it is nearly perfect.

There are at least three reasons why the pi constraint is hard:

(1) The obvious one, which is that the length of every word is specified. This often 
means that much thought has to be put into a single word, since many of the the 
choices that naturally suggest themselves have the wrong number of letters.

(2) Pi is conjectured to be (and all numerical evidence points to it being) normal, which 
means that its digits are statistically indistinguishable from a sequence produced by a 
uniform random digit generator. Since the digit zero is represented by a 10-letter word, 
this means that the average number of letters in each word of the story must be about 
5.5. Why "about"? Because sometimes two adjacent digits (always starting with a "1") 
are represented by a single word of more than 10 letters. In fact, the average word 
length in the Cadenza is about 5.67. The point is that this is significantly higher than the 
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average for typical English text, which is around 4.2. This makes writing harder, since 
one is forced to use longer words, on average, than is typical. It also means that some 
very valuable words, like "A" and "I" and "the", are available with much less frequency 
than one would like.

(3) Not only is the average word length high, but each digit is statistically independent. 
In ordinary English a long word is most likely to be followed by a small word. In 
"Pilish" (for this is what I call the peculiar language dictated by the digits of pi) there are 
no such second-order dependencies. Even long runs of long words, which never occur 
in typical English prose, appear and have to be dealt with.

Another self-imposed challenge in constructing the Cadenza was to include every word 
(more precisely: group of alphanumeric characters) in the pi enumeration. For example, the 
numbered section headings and section titles are part of the mnemonic. This means that 
each section had to be engineered to stop at just the right spot, so that a word of the right 
length was available for the next section number. It is rarely if ever apparent that the end of 
each section was constrained in this way.

Even harder was the self-imposed constraint in Section 11 (the selection from Hamlet). In 
this play excerpt, the speaker headings and stage directions are also required to fit into the pi 
sequence! I was able to do this while only having to 'cheat' once (using HAML. instead of 
HAM. on one occasion).

It might be instructive to give a complete 'plan' of the Cadenza. The following outline shows 
the beginning of each section plus the very end of the story, with the corresponding digits of 
pi in the right-hand column.

    Text                                                     Digit #   Pi digits

    One / A Poem / A Raven / Midnights so dreary...              0     3.1415926..

    Two / Change / My customary bedtime reading book...         735    36297740..

    Three / Of Carrolls / Jabwocky / Slithy toves, borogove...  866    5288658..

    Four / An Hypothesis / I exhausted Carroll's rewritten ode  994    42019893..

    Five / Dreams / Many depths of accustomed workings...      1298    4646208..

    Six / Cadaeics / Conundrums, conundrums, conundrums...     1596    38000..

    Seven / Prufrock / Let us depart then...                   1974    583264..

    Eight / The Readiness / Michaelmas.  Waking up,...         2815    539062..

    Nine / O Ruby Yachts / Poetic Muses alongside th' Bough    3124    414665925..

    Ten / Clue / Completing poetical perusals,...              3161    34088..

    Eleven / William Shakespeare's Tragedy King Claudius...    3424    6712748..

    [no Twelve!]

    Thirteen / Sandburg's Grass / Caskets piled beneath...     3684    895757..

    Finale / The Victor / Though concise, the aforecited lines 3744    63667305..

               ...I end, whispering ad infinitums / THE END            ..1302033
                                                                               |
                                                               3834 -----------
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The process of "translating" the literary texts (Edgar Allan Poe's The Raven, Lewis Carroll's 
Jabberwocky, T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock, one stanza of Omar 
Khayyam's Rubaiyat, part of Act V of Shakespeare's Hamlet, and Carl Sandburg's poem 
Grass) into Pilish is particularly interesting. At first glance it might seem to be primarily a 
matter of word substitution, thesaurus-style, however this is very rarely the case. As 
mentioned above, the statistics of the words lengths are so different from typical English that 
it is usually not possible to match or translate on a word-by-word basis.

There are a few sentences in Cadenza that might be considered straightforward 
'translations'. For example, the third line of Prufrock is "Impersonating the sufferers etherising 
upon pallets", which is more or less a word-by-word paraphrase of T. S. Eliot's original "Like 
a patient etherised upon a table". Even so, note that I had to change from singular to plural 
"patients" and "pallets" and the verb form of "etherise" has changed.

Typically, however, the translation process involves recasting a line or sentence in a rather 
different form while trying to retain as much of the meaning as possible. Of course it's nice to 
use some of the same words, even if they have to appear in a different place, or, failing that, 
words of the right tone. For example, the next to last line of the 7th stanza of The Raven is, in 
the original,

        Perched upon a bust of Pallas just above my chamber door

which is turned into

        Then sat on Pallas' pallid bust, watching me (I sat not therefore)

The first half of our translated line captures the primary thought of sitting on the bust of 
Pallas, and even manages to use those words. The "watching me" is an invention, not found 
in Poe's original, but it seems to fit - after the bird sits, is it not reasonable that it would 
appear to the narrator to be watching him? The parenthetical "(I sat not therefore)" is inserted 
in deference to the rhyme scheme but also matches the original reasonably, since the 
narrator is supposed to remain standing until stanza 12.

The subtle shifts in meaning are often interesting. In Prufrock the original line

        Time to turn back and descend the stair

becomes

        Mornings for mounting stairs

so that descending stairs turns into ascending. In The Raven, stanza 6, line 2, the tapping 
sound returns with Poe's line

        Soon I heard again a tapping somewhat louder than before

which becomes

        While intrusive tap did then come thrice - O, so stronger than sounded afore

The bird raps three times instead of once! All because the need for a 6-letter word in the 
middle of the line suggested the use of "thrice".
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In short, the process of writing Pilish is not unlike that involved in translating between two 
different languages. But yet we're "translating" from English to English! How strange.

Detailed Commentary

In this section each part of Cadaeic Cadenza is discussed in detail, including notes on some 
of the more fortuitous poetic passages and an explanation of some of the hidden references. 
This discussion, while somewhat lengthy, is by no means complete. The interested reader is 
encouraged to sit down with a copy of the Cadenza side-by-size with the literary texts (Edgar 
Allan Poe's The Raven, Lewis Carroll's Jabberwocky, T. S. Eliot's The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock, stanza 12 of the Rubaiyat, Act V of Shakespeare's Hamlet, and Carl Sandburg's 
Grass) and make his or her own comparisons. Pilish writing is rarely if ever "done", so find 
the line or phrase you like the least in the Cadenza and try to write it better yourself!

In the following, quotations from the Cadenza are always given in bold text, while other 
quotations are in italics. The discussion is organized by section.
One / A Poem

Before looking at A Raven in detail, a few general comments on its structure. In Poe's 
original, each stanza has six lines, with the fifth line being a 'refrain' that's usually very similar 
to the fourth line. Due to the random nature of pi's digits, it's not possible to have two 
adjacent lines resemble each other very much, so I decided to eliminate the refrain, and be 
satisfied with five lines in each stanza.

The meter of A Raven is not very good, being sacrificed in order to do a better job of 
matching the story, tone, rhyme scheme, and vocabulary of Poe's original. In particular, the 
internal rhymes in the first and third line of each stanza are present, and the rhyme syllable in 
the other three lines is, as in Poe's version, "-ore". An amazingly high percentage of the 
stanzas end in "nevermore", as they should. The story is followed quite closely, certainly at 
the stanza level, and much of the time even at the line level.

Now, some commentary on individual passages.

 Midnights so dreary, tired and weary,
 Silently pondering volumes extolling all by-now obsolete lore.

Poe's original first two lines of the poem are

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,

The first line is an example where the meter is completely sacrificed in order to do a nice job 
of word matching. Four of the six words in the Cadenza version are the same as in Poe 
(midnight, dreary, and, weary)! Only tired has had to be substituted for weak. Ponder is also 
present, having been moved from the first line to the second. Volume is present, too, and the 
second line ends in lore, just like it should! A satisfying beginning.

 "Surely" (said silently) "it was the banging, clanging window lattice."

This line (stanza 6, line 3) in the original is

"Surely," said I, "surely that is something at my window lattice;
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Note that the first two words and last two words are identical to the original, as well as the 
quotation structure! The Pilish banging, clanging is intended to evoke Poe's penchant for 
repeated sounds, as in his poem The Bells.

 Then sat on Pallas' pallid bust, watching me (I sat not therefore)

This line (stanza 7, line 4) was discussed earlier, but it's worth pointing out that the lovely 
phrase Pallas' pallid bust is a combination of the original version of this line,

Perched upon a bust of Pallas just above my chamber door

and the second line of stanza 18, which is

On the pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door;

 Actually maintain a surname, upon Pluvious seashore?

This line (stanza 8, line 4) is an interesting example of word substitution. The original is

Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night's Plutonian shore!

Due to the word lengths available, I had to use surname instead of name and seashore 
instead of shore - all quite reasonable. But what about Plutonian? After some thought, I came 
up with Pluvious. It starts with 'Plu', just like Plutonian. It's a real word that means "rainy" - a 
rather fitting connotation for the mood of this poem. Even more obscurely, it might suggest 
Pluviose, the fifth month of the French Revolutionary calendar. Unfortunately, Pluviose isn't 
December (the month in which The Raven takes place), but it's January/February, which is 
close! It's also derived from the same root as pluvious (being a rainy month). And it's 
capitalized, thus providing some justification for my capitalization of Pluvious.

 "Wretch," (addressing blackbird only) "fly swiftly - emancipate me!"

The interesting thing here is the use of the word blackbird (also used once more later in the 
poem). Though not strictly correct, I guess (a raven is a black bird, not a blackbird), it's a nod 
of the head to George Perec's great novel of constraints La Disparition which is written 
without using the letter 'e'. In the course of the novel six famous literary passages are 
'translated' into e-less writing. In the English translation of the novel, A Void, by Gilbert Adair, 
one of the six poems is The Raven. Of course this title couldn't be used since it contains the 
letter 'e'. The title of Adair's English e-less Raven is (wait for it...) Black Bird!

 Allanpoe, E.

Another example of Pilish transmutation. For consistency, note that the first sentence of 
Section 2 also refers to him as 'Allanpoe'. This is a general principle I tried to follow - if a 
name or title or something has to be mutated in some way, at least try to be consistent to the 
mutation in other places in the story. A good example of this occurs in Section 11.

Two / Change

Although short, this section contains perhaps the most famous, and interesting from a Pilish 
point of view, portion of the number pi.
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(the echo 'nevermore nevermore nevermore nevermore nevermore nevermore' 
survives, for example)

This lovely reference back to A Raven is made possible by the digits of pi starting at decimal 
762, which are, surprisingly:

. . .9 9 9 9 9 9 . . .

This is, of course, the famous Feynman point, so called because Richard Feynman once 
said that he would like to memorize pi up to decimal 768 just so he could recite it, ending with 
the six 9's, and then say 'and so on'. (A great idea, but I'm afraid not, realistically, a good 
party trick, as I know few people who would sit through 768 digits just to get to the punch 
line...)

The next digit after the 9's is an 8, so there are actually seven long words in a row, 
something that's very rare in ordinary English. Still, the handy 'nevermore' makes it quite 
easy to fit into the story. Amazingly, this is not the set of six (or seven) consecutive words in 
the Cadenza with the largest sum of word lengths. That distinction belongs to a portion of 
Section 7 (which see).

 Sighting no Raven but The Dark Bird,...

There are a few subtle points about the effects of Surta's literary mutation here. If every book 
were suddenly turned into Pilish, then two different books containing The Raven would, 
almost certainly, contain two very different versions of The Raven with different titles. Why? 
Because they would appear at different places in the book, and therefore be required to use 
different digits of pi.

    But that's not all! Our hero is reporting about his find in Pilish also. So, we actually don't 
know the title of the poem he sighted. It was surely not The Raven or even A Raven, but 
probably not The Dark Bird either. One can only assume that he used Pilish cleverly so that 
The Dark Bird is an approximation to the title he actually saw.

    For the same reason, the poems inserted by our narrator into his story had to be rewritten 
by him in Pilish, even though they were in Pilish already in whatever book he was reading. 
An interesting concept that I have not yet tried - translating from Pilish to Pilish! One 
assumes that he was aided by his memory of the original poems.

Three / Of Carrolls

This poem, a Pilish version of Lewis Carroll's Jabberwocky, is certainly one of the high points 
of the story. Except for the first couple lines the meter of the poem is nearly perfect, not to 
mention the vocabulary, story, and rhyme scheme. One major concession, however, was that 
instead of an A B A B rhyme scheme I used A B C B. Eliminating the need for one pair of 
rhymes helps considerably, while the more forceful pair is still retained.

    One reason, I think, that this poem was easier was because of its neologisms. Whenever I 
got totally in a bind I was able to make up a Jabberwocky-sounding word to get me out of it. 
There aren't a lot of these - overuse of this liberty would be considered cheating - but just 
enough to make the poem work.
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The shortened title is, of course, due to the need for an 8-letter word (and the fact that the 
real title is 11 letters, which requires two particular consecutive digits (1,1), which were 
nowhere to be found).

 "Beware a scrunch, a scratch, stepson!
   Beware Jubjub, withstand a word!
 Respect the Jabberwock and dread
     Manxomian songbird!"

This is the second stanza - compare with the original

"Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
 The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
    The frumious Bandersnatch!"

The stanza starts with the right word - beware - and it mentions both the Jabberwock and the 
Jubjub. (Sadly, the Bandersnatch is nowhere to be seen!) Manxomian is stolen from the next 
stanza of Carroll's original, which refers to the manxome foe. The first line of our version, with 
scrunch and scratch, is intended to be reminscent of the bite and catch in line 2 of the 
original. Finally, note another mild shift in meaning: the son turns into a stepson!

    In closing, recall that in Carroll's original poem the last stanza is identical to the first. This 
is impossible in Pilish, but a comparison of our first and last stanza shows that they are at 
least somewhat similar (both containing borogove, slithy, toves, mimsy, and gimble). I was, 
however, forced to mutate tove into trove the second time.

Four / An Hypothesis

 I exhausted Carroll's rewritten ode, Jabwocky,...

Note the consistency with the name of the poem in the previous section.

 A few schemata involving linguistical play

The list of definitions was an interesting challenge in Pilish writing. Two of the definitions 
(palindrome and pun) even contain examples! An interesting idea that arises from this would 
be to construct a crossword puzzle in which all the definitions are written in Pilish.

 Turning to "Poetry, Anderson", thus emerged...

A reference to Jon Anderson and his musical group Yes. See the next section for more 
details.

Five / Dreams

This section is a homage to the art-rock band Yes. The title, Dreams, sounds rather Yes-like, 
and is also a reference to the fact that our narrator (seemingly, though the story does not say  
this explicitly) is going to sleep. Perhaps he dreams the lyrics?

Unlike the other odd-numbered sections, the poetry in this section is not intended to 
duplicate an actual work, but rather to evoke the spirit of Yes's stream-of-consciousness style 
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of lyrics, such as epitomized by the opening and closing sections of The Revealing Science 
of God from Tales from Topographic Oceans; lyrics such as:

Dawn of thought
   Transferred through moments
Of days under searching Earch
   Revealing corridors of time
Provoking memories, disjointed but with purpose
   Craving penetrations offer links with the self
Instructors sharp and tender love
   As we took to the air
A picture of distance

At the end of this section we find

Returning,
  Awakens
    Awakens
      Awakens
         Awakens
To stories wonderous

Made possible by the lovely digit sequence 7777, the repeated awakens has a double 
meaning: (1) Our narrator is awakening from his sleep, and (2) It's a nod to the quintessential 
Yes song Awaken. Similarly, stories wonderous is a reference to their song Wonderous 
Stories. Note that throughout this section British spelling is used consistently (as it should 
be), which makes a difference when it comes to word lengths.

Six / Cadaeics

"I'm a Cadaeic!"
Huh?
"I'm a Cadaeic! I'm a real Cadaeic!", shouted an old woman.

This bit of nifty dialogue is made possible by a rare sequence containing three 217's:

217 3 217 21(4)7

As mentioned already, Cadaeic is, in letters, 3.141593.

 Deplorably, he - Surta - . . .

Surta spelled backwards is Atrus, the hero of the CD-ROM game and novel Myst. It's spelled 
backwards because of the reflexive nature of our story as compared to Myst. In Myst, a man 
makes changes in worlds by writing in books. In our Cadenza, a man makes changes in 
books by acting in the world. See?

Seven / Prufrock

This is the longest section (841 decimals) of the Cadenza, a Pilish version of T. S. Eliot's The 
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock. Although there is a good deal of rhythm in the original, there 
is also a free-verse feel, so I felt justified in not worrying overmuch about the meter. Indeed, 
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in the middle section I also play fast and loose with the rhyme scheme. However, the first and 
last sections do a fair job with both meter and rhyme.

    The original begins with a six-line quotation in Italian from The Inferno. This is omitted in 
the Pilish version.

Let us depart then,
While eventide's withering skies threaten,
Impersonating the sufferers etherising upon pallets;

These are the first three lines of the poem. The original is:

Let us go then, you and I,
While the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherised upon a table;

The Pilish version begins with Let us, just like it should. Line 2 is somewhat different, but at 
least says something about the sky. It has been said that line 3 of this poem (especially the 
word etherised) singlehandedly ushered in the era of 20th-century poetry, so I obviously felt 
the need to preserve the word etherised as closely as possible. Finally, note that lines one 
and two rhyme, as in the original.

To an affair th' matricarchs sadly go
To talk touching MicAngelo.

Two of the more famous lines in the poem, which in the original are

In the room the women come and go
Talking of Michelangelo.

Given the constraints of Pilish, this is a pretty nice match. Both lines end with the right word, 
and talk is also present in the second line. The transmutation of Michelangelo is typical 
Pilish.

And, deeming that March night too remarkably quiet,
Stealithily curled womblike in quiescence, and fell perfectly asleep.

Another interesting case of Pilish mutation. In the original, these lines are

And seeing that it was a soft October night,
Curled once about the house, and fell asleep.

Suddenly it's March instead of October! Such are the vagaries of Pilish. In the second line, 
note the incorporation of curled and fell asleep.

Sit stuck, wriggling, alongside baroque designs.
Altogether hopelessly extinguished, wherefore should I assume?

The set of consecutive words from wriggling to wherefore, with word lengths

. . .9 9 7 7 10 10 12 9 . . .
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is the set of six (and also seven and eight) consecutive words with the largest sum of word 
lengths in the entire Cadenza. The sequence (9 7 7 10 10 12) beats the Feynman point (9 9 
9 9 9 9) by one. Of course, I need not have chosen to represent the pair of digits (1,2) by a 
12-letter word, but since I did, there we are. Luckily this long sequence of long words is split 
between the end of one line and beginning of another, so that both still wind up sounding 
reasonable.

Oh, I can envision being as an empty claw
Scuttling violently about seas' silent floors.

Another nice match to the original, which is

I should have been a pair of ragged claws
Scuttling across the floors of silent seas.

Empty in line 1 has a nice connotation, given the overall emotion of the poem. In the second 
line, four of the six words exactly match the original! Note the reordering of the last three 
words in order to make this possible.

I, too, am not William Shakspar's Hamlet - this I know, above a doubt.
Am one related lord, posing on the side
For acting very small acts or starting small episodes,
Most easy tool, Prince's attentive slave,
Am always ready, obedient, useful,
Politic, cautious, of a meticulous frame;

Compare these lines with the original, which is:

No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be;
Am an attendant lord, one that will do
To swell a progress, start a scene or two,
Advise the prince; no doubt, an easy tool
Deferential, glad to be of use,
Politic, cautious, and meticulous;

William Shakspar's Hamlet, aside from being a nice phrase, has another hidden meaning. In 
Gilbert Adair's translation of George Perec's e-less novel La Disparition, William 
Shakespeare is always referred to as William Shakspar, that which is obtained by deleting 
the e's in Shakespeare's name. Since I am an admirer of Perec/Adair's work, and took some 
inspiration from it, the opportunity to insert 'William Shakspar' into this sentence (followed by 
Hamlet, no less!) seemed quite appropriate.

On the whole I'm pleased with these six lines. Every line contains one, usually several words 
in common with the original. The last line preserves 75% of the original!

Eight / The Readiness

Thence appeared, transmuted, one quatrain that that eminent Persian - the tent-
maker Omar - fashioned (as translated by Edward FitzGerald), hence:

A nice long sentence, incorporating the word quatrain (by which name the stanzas of the 
Rubaiyat are always known), Khayyam's name Omar, the fact that he was a Persian and a 
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tent-maker, and the fact that the translation of the Rubaiyat that everyone knows was done 
by Edward FitzGerald!

Nine / O Ruby Yachts

Ah, finally, the Rocky & Bullwinkle reference! Surely you recall the episode in which the 
object of their (not to mention Boris and Natasha's) attention was a small jewel-encrusted 
boat, which turned out to be The Ruby Yacht of Omar Khayyam?!

This section contains the most famous of the 101 stanzas of the Rubaiyat. Our version is:

Poetic Muses alongside th' Bough
An oversupply o' Wine, possessed somehow
  Thou with me treading Eden's Wilderness
Through all it seems a Paradise enough!

as compared to the original

A Book of Verses underneath the Bough,
A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread--and Thou
  Beside me singing in the Wilderness
Oh, Wilderness were paradise enow!

Another relatively satisfying translation, with almost perfect meter and rhyme (note that in the 
Pilish version, enough is to be pronounced the way FitzGerald spelled his: enow). At least 
one major word in each line (Bough, Wine, Wilderness, Paradise) survives, and the last two 
words of the stanza match.

 [Stanza twelve;
 Translator: FitzGerald, Ed A.
 3rd ed., 1872]

OK, I admit it, I made up a middle initial for Edward FitzGerald! He must have had one, 
though...I just need to find out what it really was.

This stanza is indeed, as it says here, stanza twelve in FitzGerald's third edition. (The 
stanzas were not numbered the same in all editions.) The '1872' is the only instance in the 
entire Cadenza of a numeric string. Being four characters long, it of course represents the 
digit '4'. Similarly, '3rd' represents the digit 3 (not because it contains a 3, but because it's 
three characters long!).

Ten / Clue

 Accurately-reproduced picture of the Woolsthorp Manor House (Grantham, 
England)

One of the more oblique references in the Cadenza - this is where Isaac Newton was born 
and where he lived during his invention of the calculus. The calculus and Newton's formulas 
for pi produced one of the great leaps forward in the calculation of pi's digits.

Eleven / William Shakespeare's tragedy King Claudius
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The appearance of three particular consecutive digits (7,1,2) means that I could fully spell out 
William Shakespeare's name. King Claudius is another example of Pilish transmutation. I 
wanted to say Hamlet or perhaps Prince Hamlet, but this wasn't possible. So, I simply used 
another main character in the play, Hamlet's father King Claudius, to title the play!

    As mentioned in the 'General Remarks' section, the speaker headings and stage directions 
also fit into the pattern required by the digits of pi. Each line in Section 11 is simply read from 
left to right with each alphabetic string encountered taken in order. A neat trick is found in the 
two lines:

 HAM.  Behold,                       [Thrusting skullbone heavenward.]
 wretched Yorick! Truly, Horaitio, truly I adored him...

In the original, this is

HAM.  Let me see. [Takes the skull.] Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, Horatio.

By inserting the stage direction in an odd place, after the 'Behold', I was able to make 
Behold, wretched Yorick!, a reasonable simulation of Alas, poor Yorick!

Another strange trick is used in Section 11: the name Horatio is consistently misspelled as 
Horaitio. Doing this makes a huge improvement in the whole section, as can be seen by 
examining the four places where his name appears.

Originally, Caesar dies. In subsequent time, Caesar resides under th' earth. 
Thereupon, celebrated Caesar's decomposed.

Another interesting twist. The original is

Alexander died, Alexander was buried, Alexander returneth into dust.

The Cadenza version follows the meaning quite closely, except that Caesar has been 
substituted for Alexander! This change is quite fitting since Caesar is the subject (even in the 
original) of the four-line poem that Hamlet is about to recite.

 A Caesar now becomes a sediment
 Henceforth to toughen graveyard's fundament;
 Although a sovereign overrules with ire,
 Henceforth, heartless, resembles th' ashy mire!

 [Retreats]

Another rather nice poem. The original is:

Imperious Caesar, dead and turn'd to clay
Might stop a hole to keep the wind away.
O, that the earth which kept the world in awe
Should patch a wall t'expel the winter's flaw!

The meter and rhyme scheme of the Cadenza version is perfect - not an easy task given the 
word lengths that have to be used. In order to satisfy the meter, a large number of long (8, 9, 
or 10 letters) words with only two syllables were required: henceforth, graveyard's, although, 
sovereign, heartless. Even with this difficulty the meaning is still preserved reasonably well.
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The stage direction is somewhat of a cheat. Indeed there is such a stage direction present in 
the original, but it does not occur until 6 lines later.

Twelve / The Meeting

This being the antepenultimate section, it is not written in Pilish but rather using the two 
antepenultimate-section constraints: (1) No letter o's, and (2) The initial letters of each 
sentence 'spell' the digits of pi, using A=1, B=2, and so on. Specifically, the initial letters of 
the 66 sentences in this section are:

CADAEIBFECEHIGICBCHDFBFDCCHCBGIEJ
BHHDAIGAFICIICGEAJEHBJIGDIDDEIBCJ

which are, indeed the first 66 decimals of pi.

The other noteworthy little reference is:

 B'Gah's skull!

since BGAH = 2.718, or e, arguably the second most famous transcendental constant.

Thirteen / Sandburg's Grass

As described earlier in the Solution section, this section satisfies all three constraints 
simultaneously! It does not contain the letter 'o'. Its lines' initial letters are CADAEIBFECE, 
which spell 3.1415926535. And, finally, the word lengths continue to follow the pattern 
dictated by the digits of pi starting at digit 3684.

Despite these very restrictive constraints, it does not do a bad job of simulating Carl 
Sandburg's original. A few points to note:

 Caskets piled beneath Austerlitzes, Dresdens

The original is

Pile the bodies high at Austerlitz and Waterloo

so that the direction of piling has been reversed. Note that Waterloo is 8 letters, so it would 
have fit the last word in the Pilish version, but it contains the letter 'o' and therefore could not 
be used. (Besides, it's more consistent with Austerlitzes to use a plural.) Austerlitzes is made 
possible by an amazingly fortuitous digit pair (1,2).

There are three lines of the poem that list battles. Line 1 has battles from the Napoleonic 
Wars, line 4 from the American Civil War, and line 5 from World War I. This feature is still 
present in the Cadenza version, even though some of the battle names are changed.

Finale / The Victor

I end, whispering ad infinitums. THE END

Since the digits of pi go on forever, is it not fitting to end with ad infinitums? This section is 
engineered to stop just before a double-3 in pi, so that the final words can be THE END.
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3835 Digits of Pi

For those who like to "play along at home", here are the 3835 digits of pi embodied in 
Cadaeic Cadenza. Digits are numbered starting from zero, so the numbers in the right 
column denote how many of digits after the decimal point the right-most digit in that row is.

    3.
    14159265358979323846264338327950288419716939937510                 50
    58209749445923078164062862089986280348253421170679                100
    82148086513282306647093844609550582231725359408128                150
    48111745028410270193852110555964462294895493038196                200
    44288109756659334461284756482337867831652712019091                250
    45648566923460348610454326648213393607260249141273                300
    72458700660631558817488152092096282925409171536436                350
    78925903600113305305488204665213841469519415116094                400
    33057270365759591953092186117381932611793105118548                450
    07446237996274956735188575272489122793818301194912                500
    98336733624406566430860213949463952247371907021798                550
    60943702770539217176293176752384674818467669405132                600
    00056812714526356082778577134275778960917363717872                650
    14684409012249534301465495853710507922796892589235                700
    42019956112129021960864034418159813629774771309960                750
    51870721134999999837297804995105973173281609631859                800
    50244594553469083026425223082533446850352619311881                850
    71010003137838752886587533208381420617177669147303                900
    59825349042875546873115956286388235378759375195778                950
    18577805321712268066130019278766111959092164201989               1000
    38095257201065485863278865936153381827968230301952               1050
    03530185296899577362259941389124972177528347913151               1100
    55748572424541506959508295331168617278558890750983               1150
    81754637464939319255060400927701671139009848824012               1200
    85836160356370766010471018194295559619894676783744               1250
    94482553797747268471040475346462080466842590694912               1300
    93313677028989152104752162056966024058038150193511               1350
    25338243003558764024749647326391419927260426992279               1400
    67823547816360093417216412199245863150302861829745               1450
    55706749838505494588586926995690927210797509302955               1500
    32116534498720275596023648066549911988183479775356               1550
    63698074265425278625518184175746728909777727938000               1600
    81647060016145249192173217214772350141441973568548               1650
    16136115735255213347574184946843852332390739414333               1700
    45477624168625189835694855620992192221842725502542               1750
    56887671790494601653466804988627232791786085784383               1800
    82796797668145410095388378636095068006422512520511               1850
    73929848960841284886269456042419652850222106611863               1900
    06744278622039194945047123713786960956364371917287               1950
    46776465757396241389086583264599581339047802759009               2000
    94657640789512694683983525957098258226205224894077               2050
    26719478268482601476990902640136394437455305068203               2100
    49625245174939965143142980919065925093722169646151               2150
    57098583874105978859597729754989301617539284681382               2200
    68683868942774155991855925245953959431049972524680               2250
    84598727364469584865383673622262609912460805124388               2300
    43904512441365497627807977156914359977001296160894               2350
    41694868555848406353422072225828488648158456028506               2400
    01684273945226746767889525213852254995466672782398               2450
    64565961163548862305774564980355936345681743241125               2500
    15076069479451096596094025228879710893145669136867               2550
    22874894056010150330861792868092087476091782493858               2600
    90097149096759852613655497818931297848216829989487               2650
    22658804857564014270477555132379641451523746234364               2700
    54285844479526586782105114135473573952311342716610               2750
    21359695362314429524849371871101457654035902799344               2800
    03742007310578539062198387447808478489683321445713               2850
    86875194350643021845319104848100537061468067491927               2900
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    81911979399520614196634287544406437451237181921799               2950
    98391015919561814675142691239748940907186494231961               3000
    56794520809514655022523160388193014209376213785595               3050
    66389377870830390697920773467221825625996615014215               3100
    03068038447734549202605414665925201497442850732518               3150
    66600213243408819071048633173464965145390579626856               3200
    10055081066587969981635747363840525714591028970641               3250
    40110971206280439039759515677157700420337869936007               3300
    23055876317635942187312514712053292819182618612586               3350
    73215791984148488291644706095752706957220917567116               3400
    72291098169091528017350671274858322287183520935396               3450
    57251210835791513698820914442100675103346711031412               3500
    67111369908658516398315019701651511685171437657618               3550
    35155650884909989859982387345528331635507647918535               3600
    89322618548963213293308985706420467525907091548141               3650
    65498594616371802709819943099244889575712828905923               3700
    23326097299712084433573265489382391193259746366730               3750
    58360414281388303203824903758985243744170291327656               3800
    1809377344403070746921120191302033                               3834
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Poe, E.: Near a Raven
The poem below was composed in 1995 and bears an uncanny similarity to a certain famous 
poem by Edgar Allen Poe. This is one of my longer pieces of constrained writing. 
Constrained writing (an old idea, but one which greatly increased in popularity in the latter 
half of the 20th century as a result of the work of the mostly French group Oulipo) is the art of 
constructing a work of prose or poetry that obeys one or more artificially-imposed rules. For 
example, there are two published novels from which the letter 'e' is absent - Gadsby, by 
Ernest Vincent Wright (1938), and La disparition by George Perec (still in print, and even 
available in a recent English translation (A Void, translated by Gilbert Adair) that also obeys 
the constraint!).

Your mission, should you decide to accept it, is to figure out the constraint imposed on this 
poem. The answer is given after the end, so if you want to try to figure it out, just look at the 
beginning of the poem, which is probably both necessary and sufficient to discover the rule. If 
you'd like a veiled hint, here's one: this poem could not have been written prior to 1947, since 
all the details of the rule it uses were not known before then.

            Poe, E.
      Near a Raven

Midnights so dreary, tired and weary.
    Silently pondering volumes extolling all by-now obsolete lore.
During my rather long nap - the weirdest tap!
    An ominous vibrating sound disturbing my chamber's antedoor.
        "This", I whispered quietly, "I ignore".

Perfectly, the intellect remembers: the ghostly fires, a glittering ember.
    Inflamed by lightning's outbursts, windows cast penumbras upon this floor.
Sorrowful, as one mistreated, unhappy thoughts I heeded:
    That inimitable lesson in elegance - Lenore -
        Is delighting, exciting...nevermore.

Ominously, curtains parted (my serenity outsmarted),
    And fear overcame my being - the fear of "forevermore".
Fearful foreboding abided, selfish sentiment confided,
    As I said, "Methinks mysterious traveler knocks afore.
        A man is visiting, of age threescore."

Taking little time, briskly addressing something: "Sir," (robustly)
    "Tell what source originates clamorous noise afore?
Disturbing sleep unkindly, is it you a-tapping, so slyly?
    Why, devil incarnate!--" Here completely unveiled I my antedoor--
        Just darkness, I ascertained - nothing more.

While surrounded by darkness then, I persevered to clearly comprehend.
    I perceived the weirdest dream...of everlasting "nevermores".
Quite, quite, quick nocturnal doubts fled - such relief! - as my intellect said,
    (Desiring, imagining still) that perchance the apparition was uttering a whispered "Lenore".
        This only, as evermore.

Silently, I reinforced, remaining anxious, quite scared, afraid,
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    While intrusive tap did then come thrice - O, so stronger than sounded afore.
"Surely" (said silently) "it was the banging, clanging window lattice."
    Glancing out, I quaked, upset by horrors hereinbefore,
        Perceiving: a "nevermore".

Completely disturbed, I said, "Utter, please, what prevails ahead.
    Repose, relief, cessation, or but more dreary 'nevermores'?"
The bird intruded thence - O, irritation ever since! -
    Then sat on Pallas' pallid bust, watching me (I sat not, therefore),
        And stated "nevermores".

Bemused by raven's dissonance, my soul exclaimed, "I seek intelligence;
    Explain thy purpose, or soon cease intoning forlorn 'nevermores'!"
"Nevermores", winged corvus proclaimed - thusly was a raven named?
    Actually maintain a surname, upon Pluvious seashore?
        I heard an oppressive "nevermore".

My sentiments extremely pained, to perceive an utterance so plain,
    Most interested, mystified, a meaning I hoped for.
"Surely," said the raven's watcher, "separate discourse is wiser.
    Therefore, liberation I'll obtain, retreating heretofore -
        Eliminating all the 'nevermores' ".

Still, the detestable raven just remained, unmoving, on sculptured bust.
    Always saying "never" (by a red chamber's door).
A poor, tender heartache maven - a sorrowful bird - a raven!
    O, I wished thoroughly, forthwith, that he'd fly heretofore.
        Still sitting, he recited "nevermores".

The raven's dirge induced alarm - "nevermore" quite wearisome.
    I meditated: "Might its utterances summarize of a calamity before?"
O, a sadness was manifest - a sorrowful cry of unrest;
    "O," I thought sincerely, "it's a melancholy great - furthermore,
        Removing doubt, this explains 'nevermores' ".

Seizing just that moment to sit - closely, carefully, advancing beside it,
    Sinking down, intrigued, where velvet cushion lay afore.
A creature, midnight-black, watched there - it studied my soul, unawares.
    Wherefore, explanations my insight entreated for.
        Silently, I pondered the "nevermores".

"Disentangle, nefarious bird! Disengage - I am disturbed!"
    Intently its eye burned, raising the cry within my core.
"That delectable Lenore - whose velvet pillow this was, heretofore,
    Departed thence, unsettling my consciousness therefore.
        She's returning - that maiden - aye, nevermore."

Since, to me, that thought was madness, I renounced continuing sadness.
    Continuing on, I soundly, adamantly forswore:
"Wretch," (addressing blackbird only) "fly swiftly - emancipate me!"
    "Respite, respite, detestable raven - and discharge me, I implore!"
        A ghostly answer of: "nevermore".
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" 'Tis a prophet? Wraith? Strange devil? Or the ultimate evil?"
    "Answer, tempter-sent creature!", I inquired, like before.
"Forlorn, though firmly undaunted, with 'nevermores' quite indoctrinated,
    Is everything depressing, generating great sorrow evermore?
        I am subdued!", I then swore.

In answer, the raven turned - relentless distress it spurned.
    "Comfort, surcease, quiet, silence!" - pleaded I for.
"Will my (abusive raven!) sorrows persist unabated?
    Nevermore Lenore respondeth?", adamantly I encored.
        The appeal was ignored.

"O, satanic inferno's denizen -- go!", I said boldly, standing then.
    "Take henceforth loathsome "nevermores" - O, to an ugly Plutonian shore!
Let nary one expression, O bird, remain still here, replacing mirth.
    Promptly leave and retreat!", I resolutely swore.
        Blackbird's riposte: "nevermore".

So he sitteth, observing always, perching ominously on these doorways.
    Squatting on the stony bust so untroubled, O therefore.
Suffering stark raven's conversings, so I am condemned, subserving,
    To a nightmare cursed, containing miseries galore.
        Thus henceforth, I'll rise (from a darkness, a grave) -- nevermore!

                        -- Original: E. Poe
                        -- Redone by measuring circles.

Solution

Despite the rather difficult constraint (to be revealed shortly), this pastiche of "The Raven" 
attempts to follow the story, tone, and rhyme scheme of the original as closely as possible - 
even, for instance, including the internal rhymes in the first and third line of each stanza. The 
first major structural concession in our version is that the original has six lines per stanza, 
with the fourth and fifth lines usually being very similar. Due to the nature of the constraint I 
imposed (revealed in the next paragraph), this would have been nearly impossible to do. 
Therefore, this version eliminates the similar line in each stanza. The second major 
shortcoming is that most of the highly regular meter in Poe's original is lost. Although it's not 
impossible to capture meter using this constraint, it's hard, so I decided not to attempt it but 
to concentrate on other aspects of the poem.

To reveal the constraint under which I labored, start at the very beginning (with the word 
'Poe') and write next to each word the number of letters it contains. Put a decimal point after 
the first digit. Look at the first few digits (or more if, like me, you know the first several 
hundred by heart). Now do you see?!

Even given the difficult constraint, strong echoes of the original are still present. The very first 
line, although its meter is wrong, is surprisingly close. Others which are very close, even to 
the point of using many of the same words, are stanza 4 line 5, stanza 6 line 3, stanza 7 line 
4, and stanza 15, line 1. Observe how most of the stanzas are engineered to end with some 
form of the word "nevermore", as they should.

Note the use of the term "blackbird" a couple of times. Though not, strictly speaking, correct 
(a raven is a black bird, not a blackbird), the term is particularly appropriate. It is a reference 
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to George Perec's La disparition, and in particular its English translation (A Void) by Gilbert 
Adair. A Void contains another written-with-constraints version of "The Raven" - in this case 
the constraint being "write it without using the letter 'e'". Of course, this means the title has to 
be different, too, since "The Raven" contains the letter 'e'. The title of Adair's poem is (wait for 
it...) Black Bird!

"Near a Raven" encodes the first 740 decimals of pi. To be explicit, the encoding rule is this: 
a word of N letters represents

    - the digit N if N<10
    - the digit 0 if N=10, and
    - two adjacent digits if N>10
        (e.g., a 12-letter word represents the digit '1' followed by '2').

Word-length pi mnemonics have been around a long time. An old chestnut, but still one of the 
best, is:

    How I need a drink, alcoholic in nature, after the heavy lectures involving quantum 
mechanics!

A much less well-known example is this nice poem by Joseph Shipley (1960):

    But a time I spent wandering in bloomy night;
    Yon tower, tinkling chimewise, loftily opportune.
    Out, up, and together came sudden to Sunday rite,
    The one solemnly off to correct plenilune. 
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Raven Two
The poem below is an exact anagram of the 4905 characters in Edgar Allan Poe's poem The 
Raven (checked by computer for correctness) written in 1999. Since Poe was a notorious 
reviser, one still sees variations in a few lines of printed versions of The Raven, so to be 
rigorous at the end of the anagram there is the text of Poe's poem that I used to form it. Note 
that the titles (The Raven, the famous poem by Edgar Allan Poe, and Raven-Two) are part of 
the anagram. The various English locales mentioned in the poem are real.

    Raven-Two

    Once upon an April swelt'ring, as I blubbered, nearly melting,
      Through my grandson's even-chambered house's small hartberry plot,
    Damn!  While pre-ill, bathtub-dreaming, all the evening housetops steaming,
      Suddenly, pell-mell, I marveled, birth'd a little sunny thought.
      "Let's go revelling," I ventured, "somewhere where it's ever not
        So interminably hot!"

    As I sat in thoughtful heaven, it was nineteen ninety seven;
      (I remember this - it happened that Ralph's beaver ran away.)
    Terribly I wished for cooling - season's cash I started pooling
      "Let's," I thought, "repair to Devon seaside, even for a day.
      Babbacombe this forenoon! - let us hobnob on the beach today!
        Teignmouth, Bramble, or Torquay?"

    I was then most promptly certain; son, I flung aside the curtain!
      And I peered inside to see the wife, Lenore, in negligee.
    "Very hot, it's hell" I muttered, then, brethren, I roughly uttered,
      "Hell, Lenore, let's flee this burg, let's head South for a getaway!
      I've in mind a day or mo' of harbor, maybe in Torquay?"
        Then she muttered, "Um, why Torquay?"

    Hot I quarreled (felon, sinner); finally I came a winner,
      So we headed off in search of beach-naps there on Mother Day.
    Bah! In tights, prayerlessly driving, something in my brain was jiving,
      For nepenthe this mortal striving, over barren M-five roadway;
      Here a simple statement - why was it still on my mind that day?
        She had trembled, "Why Torquay?"

    High-born, I must heave confession: software running's my profession.
      So it's non-surprising that I tho't, bebothered, at the shore;
    "Y Torquay" something suggested; in a trice my brain had belted:
      "Y-to-k" we 'uld be having in three years and little more -
      These clove-hooven nerds had only used two bytes the year to store!
        Digits torment? Nevermore!

    You might think that I got messed up, but I must admit and 'fess up -
      All that I could see were thrills and fatter pots of revenue.
    Fast as neon 'lectrons hop (how?):  London! - open hence a shop now!
      Load up, go about and make 'em tremble (hell-felt ballyhoo)!
      Bent to make the whole world know...but first, to have an Irish stew.
        Home, Lenore! - let's "entre nous".
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    Borne home north - bah! - to McDonald's, had a damn tell-fest with Ronald.
      "Herb," I said, "you need me more than anyone that's dealt before."
    Marvel!  I'll your software patch up, manly as a squirt of ketchup!
      If you laugh me off then I'll motor to your competitor!
      Heed my grammar, or you'll have heartburn - hah, don't show me the door!
        Thumbs, he hurled me from the store.

    Tenth, I trod the local Chamber; "Commerce," I averred, "'s in danger.
      We must halt yon system, else the government come crashing down!"
    Then they sat in torrent, humming, not a syllable there mumming.
      Then I tho't, "They're pondering the birth, man, of this little town!"
      "Argh," they burp'd, "Who hears?  What government?" and gave me a McFrown.
        Hence they all grinned, evil-clown.

    Then methought the hall grew denser (my harsh thought got bleeped by censor);
      As I tartly left I pondered what approach I best should take.
    "They don't know about computers, from their teachers or their tutors,
      So perhaps I should connote disaster, evil, flood, earthquake."
      "Rheum!" I thought, "that's it! I'll have them fear a terrible outbreak.
        I'll give them a mammoth ache!"

    So I started newly stumping (with a little Bible-thumping),
      Telling everyone the world would rend unless they heeded me.
    "Not mere home computers, people!" - this I said beneath the steeple -
      There are several things that need a software patch, and rapidly."
      "Listen, please," I raved, here sit some things that need AI rapidly,
        Or there'll be catastrophe!"

    "From propellor, runner, rollmop, propane burner or barn doorstop,
      Sheep-shearing machine or thrinter, or this pronged biplanar fan:"
    "Learn, indeed!", the rant continued, "everyone that's been north knows you'd
      Better shelve these gadgets ere two thousand's post-meridian!
      Death to revellers, for they will seek in vain for a CAT scan!
        It will not work, nor will man!"

    This might seem a little nervy, and you might entone me "scurvy",
      But it worked far better than those terrors I had used before.
    Thrum!  My phones were always ringing - ever' month I spent a-singing
      As I went about in search of things to add two digits more.
      What a time in Greenwich! - men adored me like no one before.
        I felt, then, as strong as Thor.

    Think in this that I was greedy?  I thought of myself as needy!
      I imagined Northern living, stepping off of this rat race.
    If I grooved my little (bleep) off, like that engineer named Kirkhoff,
      Anon I'd bring forth a big nest egg, find a little northern place.
      Me and her might settle down, might live the flannel life some place.
        Maybe northern outer space?

    So, I stepped up my endeavor - I was thriving, monstrous clever!
      And I hired several helpers to assist me with my scheme.
    "Now," I said, "I need a logo." - first I thought of the name "Gogo",
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      Since the "Waiting for Godot" plan seemed a rather fitting theme;
      I won't tell how long I spent in this diverting midday dream -
        Then I stopped for tea and cream.

    Was I done then?  No, sirree man!  I got started planting oat bran,
      'Cause you never know...hum...all the food around might disappear!
    "One stop planning!" - so the ads ran - "Chips of both kinds, every corn, man!"
      And the orders flooded in, for front-dried pond fish, fresh corn ears.
      Bluebush, too, and canned goods guaranteed to last over a year.
        Had to finger a cashier.

    As the nineteen-nineties ended, and my bran account extended,
      I decided after Y-to-k my ease was not years off.
    So I started reading law books, hanging out in library nooks,
      So that I could delve into the art of suing one's pants off.
      Yes, for sure, I'll make a bundle sinning, sending pants right off!
        I'll reap quite a big rip-off.

    One day as I chomped on horn-backs, suddenly was anticlimax!
      Y-to-k had come and gone then:  nothing but a minor "hmph"!
    I had merely one misgiving - that the Spice Girls still were living -
      Otherwise, the Bronx survived; no terrors - everyone was well.
      No apocalypse had come; it wasn't (darn!) a living hell.
        Softly pealed th'veranda bell.

    It's two thousand one - I'm spinning, in my parlor I am nestling,
      Near a torrid bust of Turing just above my north throne door;
    Every morn I'm merely thankful, that he helped to make my bank full
      As I think of Thatcher, COBOL rooms, other damn dinosaurs;
      And this life of leisure those contingents did to me outpour
        Shall be lifted - nevermore!

The Raven
(the famous poem by Edgar Allan Poe)

This is the text of a modern edition of Poe's The Raven. If you're wondering what this is 
doing here, go to this page, which contains my poem Raven-Two created by scrambling the 
4905 letters in this one. 

    Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
      Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore --
    While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
      As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
      "'Tis some visitor," I muttered, "tapping at my chamber door --
        Only this and nothing more."

    Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak December;
      And each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor.
    Eagerly I wished the morrow; - vainly I had sought to borrow
      From my books surcease of sorrow - sorrow for the lost Lenore - 
      For the rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore - 
        Nameless here for evermore.
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    And the silken, sad, uncertain rustling of each purple curtain
      Thrilled me - filled me with fantastic terrors never felt before;
    So that now, to still the beating of my heart, I stood repeating,
      "'Tis some visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door - 
      Some late visitor entreating entrance at my chamber door; - 
        This it is and nothing more."

    Presently my soul grew stronger; hesitating then no longer,
      "Sir" said I, "or Madam, truly your forgiveness I implore;
    But the fact is I was napping, and so gently you came rapping,
      And so faintly you came tapping, tapping at my chamber door,
      That I scarce was sure I heard you" - here I opened wide the door; - 
        Darkness there and nothing more.

    Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood there wondering, fearing,
      Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortal ever dared to dream before;
    But the silence was unbroken, and the stillness gave no token,
      And the only word there spoken was the whispered word, "Lenore?"
      This I whispered, and an echo murmured back the word, "Lenore!"
        Merely this and nothing more.

    Back into the chamber turning, all my soul within me burning,
      Soon again I heard a tapping somewhat louder than before.
    "Surely," said I, "surely that is something at my window lattice;
      Let me see, then, what thereat is, and this mystery explore - 
      Let my heart be still a moment and this mystery explore; - 
        'Tis the wind and nothing more!"

    Open here I flung the shutter, when with many a flirt and flutter,
      In there stepped a stately Raven of the saintly days of yore;
    Not the least obeisance made he; not a minute stopped or stayed he;
      But, with mien of lord or lady, perched above my chamber door - 
      Perched upon a bust of Pallas just above my chamber door - 
        Perched and sat, and nothing more.

    Then this ebony bird beguiling my said fancy into smiling,
      By the grave and stern decorum of the countenance it wore,
    "Though thy crest be shorn and shaven, thou," I said, "art sure no craven,
      Ghastly grim and ancient Raven wandering from the Nightly shore - 
      Tell me what thy lordly name is on the Night's Plutonian shore!"
        Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."

    Much I marvelled this ungainly fowl to hear discourse so plainly,
      Though its answer little meaning - little relevancy bore;
    For we cannot help agreeing that no living human being
      Ever yet was blessed with seeing bird above his chamber door - 
      Bird or beast upon the sculptured bust above his chamber door,
        With such name as "Nevermore."

    But the Raven, sitting lonely on the placid bust spoke only
      That one word, as if his soul in that one word he did outpour,
    Nothing farther then he uttered - not a feather then he fluttered - 
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      Till I scarcely more than muttered, "Other friends have flown before - 
      On the morrow he will leave me, as my hopes have flown before."
        Then the bird said, "Nevermore."

    Startled at the stillness broken by reply so aptly spoken,
      "Doubtless," said I, "what it utters is its only stock and store
    Caught from some unhappy master whom unmerciful Disaster
      Followed fast and followed faster till his songs one burden bore - 
      Till the dirges of his Hope that melancholy burden bore
        Of 'Never - nevermore.'"

    But the Raven still beguiling all my fancy into smiling,
      Straight I wheeled a cushioned seat in front of bird and bust and door;
    Then, upon the velvet sinking, I betook myself to linking
      Fancy unto fancy, thinking what this ominous bird of yore - 
      What this grim, ungainly, ghastly, gaunt and ominous bird of yore
        Meant in croaking "Nevermore."

    This I sat engaged in guessing, but no syllable expressing
      To the fowl whose fiery eyes now burned into my bosom's core;
    This and more I sat divining, with my head at ease reclining
      On the cushion's velvet lining that the lamp-light gloated o'er,
      But whose velvet-violet lining with the lamp-light gloating o'er,
        She shall press, ah, nevermore!

    Then, methought, the air grew denser, perfumed from an unseen censer,
      Swung by seraphim whose foot-falls tinkled on the tufted floor.
    "Wretch," I cried, "thy God hath lent thee - by these angels he hath sent thee
      Respite - respite and nepenthe from thy memories of Lenore;
      Quaff, oh quaff this kind nepenthe and forget this lost Lenore!"
        Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."

    "Prophet!" said I, "thing of evil! - prophet still, if bird or devil! - 
      Whether Tempter sent, or whether tempest tossed thee here ashore,
    Desolate yet all undaunted, on this desert land enchanted - 
      On this home by Horror haunted - tell me truly, I implore - 
      Is there - is there balm in Gilead? - tell me - tell me, I implore!"
        Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."

    "Prophet!" said I, "thing of evil! - prophet still, if bird or devil,
      By that Heaven that bends above us - by that God we both adore - 
    Tell this soul with sorrow laden if, within the distant Aidenn,
      It shall clasp a sainted maiden whom the angels name Lenore."
      Clasp a rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore."
        Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."

    "Be that word our sign of parting, bird or fiend!" I shrieked, upstarting - 
      "Get thee back into the tempest and the Night's Plutonian shore!
    Leave no black plume as a token of that lie thy soul hath spoken!
      Leave my loneliness unbroken! - quit the bust above my door!
      Take thy beak from out my heart, and take thy form from off my door!"
        Quoth the Raven, "Nevermore."
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    And the Raven, never flitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
      On the pallid bust of Pallas just above my chamber door;
    And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's that is dreaming,
      And the lamp-light o'er him streaming throws his shadow on the floor;
      And my soul from out that shadow that lies floating on the floor
        Shall be lifted - nevermore!
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Pi + "The Raven" + AANVVV = ???
Constrained writing strikes again. In December 1995, I had already written Near A Raven , a 
revised version of Edgar Allen Poe's poem The Raven that, while attempting to remain as 
close as possible to the story, meter, rhyme scheme, and tone of the original, also satisfies 
the rather onerous condition that the lengths of the successive words in the poem are 
precisely the first 740 decimals of the number pi.

Then, I discovered the newsgroup alt.adjective.noun.verb.verb.verb (AANVVV for short). This 
amazing newsgroup (inspired by the existence of newsgroup names of the form 
alt.adjective.noun.verb.verb.verb, such as alt.swedish.chef.bork.bork.bork and 
alt.barney.dinosaur.die.die.die, to name a few) is devoted entirely to a peculiar form of 
constrained writing, in which every "sentence" of every post to the newsgroup is required to 
be of the form alt.adjective.noun.verb.verb.verb (including, for completeness, the initial "alt" 
and the dots). One common type of post is to rewrite some well-known piece of literature 
(e.g., Hamlet's soliloquy, Lewis Carroll's Jabberwocky, even the Monty Python dead parrot 
sketch!) in this form.

So, it didn't take long for me to have the following scary thought. Would it be possible to do 
everything I had done in Near A Raven (i.e., rewrite "The Raven" and make it a pi mnemonic) 
and also obey the AANVVV constraint?!

Well, I've done it, and here is the result. Since it is basically impossible to worry about meter 
and rhyme scheme with a constraint so hard, this meant that two of the constraints in Near A 
Raven were removed, so even adding the difficult AANVVV constraint made this task only 
modestly harder (as opposed to much harder) than Near A Raven. The careful reader will 
notice that in Near A Raven I chose to drop the fifth line of each six-line stanza, whereas in 
this case I decided to keep it.

The rules for extracting pi from this poem are the same as in Near A Raven. A word of N 
letters represents the digit N if N<9, the digit 0 if N=10, and two adjacent digits of N>10 (e.g., 
a 12-letter words represents the digit '1' followed by '2'). The "alt" in each line is, of course, 
ignored. The title is included in the enumeration ("Poe" is the first 3 in pi, followed by 
"versifications" = 14, and so on).

alt.Poe.versifications.experimentalize!.AANVVVize!.do!

alt.dreary.night.was.abode.remained
        alt.forgotten.volumes.discarded.put-by.sat
alt.restless.naps.shaken-up.broken-thus.put-out
        alt.annoying."tap-ap".shocked.surprised.heard
        alt.disturbing-my-antedoor.traveler?.said.contradistinguished.queried
alt.incontrovertible.emptiness.was.continued.persisted

alt.icy.tempest.raged.O-remembered!.cried
        alt.internal-to-fireplaces.phantasms.pranced.flew.bedeviled
"alt.lost.soul.comes?.petitions?.is?
        alt.old.sweetheart.returns?.enlivens?.supernaturalizes?
        alt.near-impeccable.Lenore.is-striking?.knocks?.is-entreating?"
alt.alarming.stillness.continued.remained.lurked

alt.my.curtains.fluctuated.did-wave.trembled
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        alt.my.being.did-fear.so-capitulated.wavered
alt.comforting.notion.arrived.refreshed.relieved
      "alt.so-unaccommodated.traveler.interferes.entreats.knocks
        alt.hoary.philosophizer.is-visiting.(is-all!).intercedes
alt.simple.matter!".said.uttered.pronounced

alt.unsettled.ego.enlarged.grew.rose
        alt.silent.apparition.perplexed.tried.vexed.
"alt.charitable.madam.inquires?.is?.is?
        alt.new.reinterpretations.be-right?.are-wrong?.misinform?
        alt.mute.apparition.announce!.characterize!.proclaim!"
alt.airy.darkness.intensified.reinterpenetrated.drew-close

alt.surrounded-by-darkness-then.I.questioned-it.queried.petitioned
        alt.a.nightmare.did-encroach.shook-me.intimidated
alt.unnameable.dread.waxed-great.increased.stayed
      "alt.most-pure.Lenore.is-at-threshold?".said.inquired
        alt.enigmatic.quiet.awed.terrified.did-disappoint
"alt.her.presence.a-troubling?".spoken.said

alt.wary.id.faltered.dithered.a-frightened
        alt.continued.rapping.heard.heeded.marked
alt.hasty.deduction."it's-she.taps.hits-window"
      "alt.discomfiting.quandary.will-explore.would-settle.will-decipher"
        alt.my.ear.did-examine.listened.paused
alt.blowing.blizzard.was-a-raging.shook-my-windows.disappointed

alt.determined.I.uncovered.unfastened.unlatched
        alt.indecipherable.raven.landed.came.alighted
alt.black.talons.rested.assembled-on.sat-down
        alt.damned.interloper.saw.eyed.observed
        alt.amused.I.maintained."will-pause"."will-sit"
alt.my.caller.nested.held.remained

alt.my.mystification.was.continued.was
        alt.raven's.expression.bemused.so-chafed.confounded
alt.my.wish.proceeded.particularized.interpolated:
        "alt.surname.tag.declare.do-tell.speak!"
    alt.haunting.visitor.maintained.vacationed.rested
alt.dreary."nevermores".voiced.did-supernaturalize.spoke

alt.vexating.creature.intercommunicated.said.ne'ermor'd
        alt.troubled.I.stood-by.considered.marvelled
alt.so-intriguing.blackbird.looked-on.remained-by.continued-on
        alt.front.door.disquieted.unsettled.a-twisted
        alt.a.raven.sat.looked.said
alt.his.chorus.related.repeated.reuttered

alt.my.raven.reflected.recognized.saw
        alt.lonely."nevermores".reiterated.intensified.did-say
alt.lugubrious.theme.was.discharged.spoke
      "alt.grim.creature.continue-on!.emancipate!.flee!
        alt.dismal.friend.float-on!.dematerialize!.withdraw!"
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alt.vain.intercommunion.spoken.expressed.heard

alt.a.sentiment.rose.interpenetrated.promulgated
      "alt.raven's.proprietor.struggled.bled.did-die?
alt.perceptive.raven.watched-it.noticed.empathized?
        alt.sad.fellow.weeps.grieves.wails
        alt.sorrowful.raven.remembers.a-struggles.longs!"
alt.sad."nevermores".continued-on.constitutionalized.pained

alt.cheerlessly-visaged.one.ascended.uncompartmentalized.sat
        alt.an.answer.supplicated.desired.entreated
alt.how.I.speculated.gaped.conjectured
        alt.ungainly.raven.awed.troubled.interfered
        alt.ghastly.bird.laid.looked-on.sat
alt.croaked."nevermore".mystified.stayed-on.puzzled

"alt.kind.inamorata.waned.lapsed.expired!
        alt.yet-heavy.I.continue.languish.mourn
alt.Lenore's.charm.is-missing.is-gone.agonizes
        alt.exceeding.hopelessness.is.remains.perplexes
        alt.oft-yearning.I.remember.cry.supplicate!"
alt.impertinent."nevermore".said.resonated.soliloquized

alt."enigmatic.telepath!.(did-say.voiced.uttered)
      alt.shy.one.attend-me!.heed!.hark!
alt.satisfying.answer.grant.bestow.render
        alt.hop'd-for.liberation.conceive?.create?.experience?
        alt.my.misadventures.terminate?".said.expressed
alt.void.answer.was.persisted.vexed

alt.my.id.rose.mounted.was-angered
        alt.a.challenge.originated.emerged.persevered-on
"alt.a.respite.propagate!.bequeath!.confer!
        alt.continuous.teardrops.wipe!.dry!.receive!
        alt.melancholy.me!.relieve!.relieve!.sympathize!"
alt.bird's.cry.continued-on.overanaesthetized.overanathematized

alt.placid.it.inspected.sat.a-flitted
        alt.devil's.prophet.gazed-on.sat.tortured
alt.much.sorrow.floated.came.remained
        alt.a.question.rose.ensued.emerged
        alt.lovely.Lenore.surprises?.sits?.resurrects?
alt.being-a-cur.it.nevermored.nevermored.nevermored

alt."stark.wretch!".shrieked.remonstrated.shouted
        "alt.indecipherable.raven.go!.begone!.fly!
alt.pesky.wretch.dissociate!.withdraw!.go!
        alt.utterly.nothing.overlook.leave.neglect
        alt.soundly.I.say.tell:.go!"
alt.hateful.raven.nevered.nevered.repeated

alt.immediate.plight.illustrate.explicate.a-specify
        alt.sly.wretch.did-persist.overemotionalizes.agonizes
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alt.sitting-by.I.pine.grieve.languish
        alt.imp's.eyes.infiltrate.penetrate.exasperate
        alt.contemptuous.it.sits.depresses.goads
alt.sad.soul.die.dilapidate.redisintegrate

L'Envoi

A few closing comments. I'm particularly proud of the last line in stanzas 16 and 17 (the 
antepenultimate and penultimate stanzas in the poem). The 
“nevermored.nevermored.nevermored" in stanza 16 is dependent on engineering things so 
that I could use the triple zero that occurs at the 602nd digit of pi. Similarly, stanza 17 ends 
with a nice variation on "nevermore", based on the digits 7-7-8. Stanza 17 also has the 
distinction of being the only one containing no hyphens (that most useful symbol for helping 
to satisfy the AANVVV constraint).

Despite the extreme difficulty of the task, many of the stanzas remain quite close to the 
meaning of the original, sometimes even using some of the same words. The damn thing 
even starts off with "dreary night" instead of "midnight dreary"!

Unless I change my mind, this will be the last constrained version of The Raven I ever 
attempt! Still, if you have constraint ideas, the possibility that I could be tempted remains!... 
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The Hydra
The poem below is a transformation of William Blake’s "The Tyger" via an unusual linguistic 
constraint written in 1998. Your challenge is to determine the constraint, given the hint that 
strict application of the rule will invariably result (as it does here) in a composition containing 
exactly 109 words.

        Hydra, hydra, looming bright
        (Be calm now, O forest night!),
        No man’s art - so plainly, see -
        Can ask, know, capture symmetry!

        Translate, villain - can man feel,
        Capture now Creator’s zeal?
        Gauntly go as sorrows brew,
        Knowing, really seeing you?

        Zounds! No more! This riddle rare
        Puts a catch in Satan’s snare.
        Thus I exorcise, cast by,
        Lucifer’s cursed progeny.

        Now, please, sir, elucidate,
        Grapple thus, disseminate:
        How e’en thrives your lofty heads?
        Tell, what reigneth overhead?

        I pause, asking: has this place
        But possessed a ravaged face?
        Resurrect again, tonight,
        Precious unseen Nazarite!

        Polyhead and crafty blight,
        Creeping eastward from my night;
        Lord remote - descend, supply,
        Break his multisymmetry!

Solutions

In The Hydra, the first letter of successive words is required to be the same as the first letter 
of the chemical symbols (in order) in the Periodic Table, thus producing a constrained 
language that might be called Elemental English. Note that this constraint is not equivalent to 
using the first letter in the chemical names, since some of the one- and two-letter chemical 
abbreviations begin with a different letter than the name (e.g., Na for Sodium). The current 
international-standard periodic table was used for this composition, containing 109 officially-
named elements. (Elements 110 to 112 have been discovered, but do not yet have official 
names.)
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There is one symbol that begins with X (Xe = Xenon); for this one, we have taken the liberty 
of using an ex- word rather than the an x- word, a not-uncommon trick with acrostic 
constraints of this type.

For reference, the 109 official chemical abbreviations, in order, are:

    H  He Li Be B  C  N  O  F  Ne Na Mg Al Si P  S  Cl Ar K  Ca
    Sc Ti V  Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr Rb Sr Y  Zr
    Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I  Xe Cs Ba La Ce Pr Nd
    Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu Hf Ta W  Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg
    Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn Fr Ra Ac Th Pa U  Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm
    Md No Lr Rf Db Sg Bh Hs Mt

Another interesting constraint would be to use all letters in this list, in order, rather than just 
the first letter of each symbol. Since there are fourteen one-letter symbols, this will result in a 
composition containing 2x109 - 14 = 204 words.
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Anagrams
The first, and possibly most important observation, is that writing a long anagram can be 
viewed as a form of constrained writing, that art form made popular by the Oulipo in which 
the writing of a piece is governed by certain somewhat artificial lexical or structural rules 
which, despite their seeming irrelevance to the task at hand, have a strong effect on the 
author's modes of expression and thus the end result. Oulipo members have written long 
texts without the vowel E, or only  using the vowel E, or ones where every sentence starts 
with the same two words. In a long anagram, the constraint is simply to use a prespecified 
pile of letters (namely, those in the original text being anagrammed). The corners into which 
one is forced by the constraint often result in wild ideas or interesting turns of phrase that 
would probably never occur otherwise.

How hard is it to construct a long anagram? At first glance such productions seem quite 
astounding, but there are several tensions at work here. On the one hand, it surely take more 
effort to create a long anagram than it does to create a short one, simply because there are 
more letters to be put in their places. On the other hand, a larger letter pile provides more 
elbow room to manuever, thus making it easier on a per letter basis (except near the end, 
since forming those last few letters into words is just like making a short anagram). On the 
third hand, this additional freedom sometimes suggests extra constraints (beyond the basic 
anagram rule) to be imposed, such as poetical rhyme and/or meter, an acrostic, specific 
subject matter, etc. The result can be a set of multiple constraints that are very challenging.

Here are some favorite long and medium anagrams I've composed in the last few years.

Shakespeare's Sonnet 143
An Anagram

On the left is Shakespeare's Sonnet #143. On the right is an anagram of it, which has the 
additional feature of echoing the story of a well-known nursery rhyme (as well retaining the 
meter and rhyme scheme of the sonnet, of course).

Lo as a careful huswife runs to catch,
One of her feathered creatures broke away,
Sets down her babe and makes all swift dispatch
In pursuit of the thing she would have stay:
Whilst her neglected child holds her in chase,
Cries to catch her whose busy care is bent,
To follow that which flies before her face:
Not prizing her poor infant's discontent;
So run'st thou after that which flies from thee,
Whilst I thy babe chase thee afar behind,
But if thou catch thy hope turn back to me:
And play the mother's part, kiss me, be kind.
So will I pray that thou mayst have thy Will,
If thou turn back and my loud crying still.

The gal named Mary shuffles through the house -
But view her as she strokes her frisky lamb,
Whose brow is whiter than a snowy mouse,
Fleece chalky as French cliffs of epigram.
Each place she'd bathe, attain or hie without
(To parish church or at the stuffy crypt),
The lamb's instinct did follow her about
(So close around that twice she nearly tripped).
Back to her class that zany lamb would fly
And cause a hubbub (then they fetched it in);
It whacked the inkwell, overturn'd the pie,
Though this was chief and total public sin.
"Anoint this lofty one," the brats then cried,
"For now it's certain: school is rather fried!"
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Dante's Inferno

This is a simultaneous anagram and translation. The English text is both an anagram of and 
an approximate translation of the first four tercets of Canto III of Dante's "Inferno", from the 
original 13th-century Italian.

Original:

        "Per me si va ne la citta dolente
          Per me si va ne l'etterno dolore
          Per me si va tra la perduta gente.

        Giustizia mosse il mio alto fattore;
          Fecemi la divina podestate,
          La somma sapienza e 'l primo amore.

        Dinanzi a me non fuor cose create
          Se non etterne, e io etterno duro.
          LASCIATE OGNE SPERANZA, VOI CH'INTRATE."

        Queste parole di colore oscuro
          vid' io scritte al sommo d'una porta;
          per ch'io: "Maestro, il senso lor m'e duro."

Anagram:

        "I am a portal to a sad place.
          I am a cover to eternal fire.
          Go, see our pit ooze craven memories.

        Elite persistence moved some creator;
          Divine omnipotence created me;
          I am solo orgies of primal love.

        Listen: ere me no denizens used our portal.
        I quit not, and I last eternal.
          FOREGO ALL HOPE, ALL MEN THAT ENTER."

        Crazed and curious, in a daze I sat
          To see man pour out over a portal;
          So I said: "Master, I cannot see its import."

It was a Dark and Stormy Night...

This is an anagram of the first sentence (whose first seven words, at least, are quite famous) 
of Edward Bulwer-Lytton's novel Paul Clifford. A hundred years or so after he wrote it, 
Charles Schultz appropriated those seven words as a running gag in his comic strip Peanuts.

Original:

        It was a dark and stormy night; the rain fell in torrents, except at
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        occasional intervals, when it was checked by a violent gust of wind
        which swept up the streets (for it is in London that our scene lies),
        rattling along the housetops, and fiercely agitating the scanty flame
        of the lamps that struggled against the darkness.

Anagram:

        Tut-tut! Bulwer-Lytton's known penchant for inelegant, stagnant,
        over-affected, cost-inflated prose evokes mirth a hundred years hence.
        Ah-ha! A well-known comic strip talent hatches it - a textual gag for a dog:
        (Snoopy wags his tail, sits at his typewriter, fidgets, and then
        distills a classic theme: "It's raining, there's no light...")

A Doubly-True Anagram

This one anagrams 30 elements from the Periodic Table of the Elements into 30 other 
elements (and all 60 elements that appear in the anagram are distinct):

        hydrogen + zirconium + tin + oxygen + rhenium + platinum +
        tellurium + terbium + nobelium + chromium + iron + cobalt +
        carbon + aluminum + ruthenium + silicon + ytterbium + hafnium +
        sodium + selenium + cerium + manganese + osmium + uranium +
        nickel + praseodymium + erbium + vanadium + thallium + plutonium =

        nitrogen + zinc + rhodium + helium + argon + neptunium +
        beryllium + bromine + lutetium + boron + calcium + thorium +
        niobium + lanthanum + mercury + fluorine + bismuth + actinium +
        silver + cesium + neodymium + magnesium + xenon + samarium +
        scandium + europium + berkelium + palladium + antimony + thulium

But there's more: if we replace each element by its atomic number (position in the Periodic 
Table), there is still equality:

        1 + 40 + 50 + 8 + 75 + 78 +
        52 + 65 +102 + 24 + 26 + 27 +
        6 + 13 + 44 + 14 + 70 + 72 +
        11 + 34 + 58 + 25 + 76 + 92 +
        28 + 59 + 68 + 23 + 81 + 94 =

        7 + 30 + 45 + 2 + 18 + 93 +
        4 + 35 + 71 + 5 + 20 + 90 +
        41 + 57 + 80 + 9 + 83 + 89 +
        47 + 55 + 60 + 12 + 54 + 62 +
        21 + 63 + 97 + 46 + 51 + 69 = 1416

    This is the longest doubly-true anagram ever constructed (using the chemical elements - 
or any other set of this type, as far as I know).
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